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Abstract 
 

The importance of human capital is rising tremendously since the last few decades. Human 

capital is now rewarded as the most important factor in an organization on the way to 

success. Nowadays in the Netherlands talents need to be able to show employers that they 

possess certain qualities and employers need to be able to show that they offer something 

worthwhile for talents. The match is: 

 

You can employ men and hire hands to work for you, but you must win their  

hearts to have them work with you. —Tiorio 

 

This research project is primarily about the initial screening within the matching process, 

where both parties (employer & talent) need to express themselves to each other without 

having live contact. The strategic question throughout this research is: How can we explain 

problems between employer and talent during the initial screening phase in the matching 

process, in terms of measuring, explicating and expressing qualities? 

 

Within this question perspectives of both parties are included: to understand the position, 

requirements and expectations of qualities. The objective of this research is to explore, get 

insight in and elaborate on the process taking place in the initial meeting. This is researched 

through qualitative research in the form of a mix of interviews, experiments and text 

analyses.  

 

The result of this research conducts of several tips based on the analyses of this research. 

The tips are for talents as well as employers. Even though the results of this research were 

very diverse from the talent‘s perspective, some patterns could be seen. From the 

employers’ perspective the answers were less diverse and more clear patterns emerged. 

Altogether many interesting aspects are highlighted in this research. 

 
 

 

 
 
Key words: Matching process, talent, employer, initial meeting, DNA, the Netherlands 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background  
 

Our idea came to existence after reading several articles and newspaper articles that 

included the topic ‘within five years (in the Netherlands) a shortage of working talent is 

expected though demographic developments’ as showed in figure 1.1 (more elderly, less 

youth).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1a Balanced overview demographic of  Figure 1.1b Present overview demographic of  

 the Netherlands     the Netherlands (www.rivm.nl) 

 

Moreover this has an enormous impact on pension insurance corporations and will create a 

shortage of employees in general. By thinking further on this subject a shortage of talented 

employees will arise, since within the percentage of the total population there will be fewer 

talents available. Therefore the labor market in the Netherlands can be defined as tight, 

whereby the expected economic growth is high. This puts high pressure on employers to find 

(the right) employees (Bakker & Kemper, 2008).   

 

Also there is job-hopping. In the Netherlands, job-hopping was a trend for some time where 

the aim was to gather more information of different kind of organizations by physical 

attendance. When there is a healthy environment in terms of demand vs. offer it can be 

desirable from both parties. However in a shifting of this proportion, demand vs. offer, 

whereby a shortage of talent (offer) is situated and the demand from business organizations 

is rising,  this ‘attitude’ of job-hopping is no longer desirable. The desired attitude will swift for 

organizations towards attract and maintain talent and for talents it is important to have as 

basic assumption no longer the physical presence in an organization to gather information, 

but by collecting information through other ways. The result lays therefore in the focus of the 
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basic assumption which changes towards an organization whereby the talent feels ‘home’ 

and desired. [Since the labour process will have an average of 60.000 until 70.000 hours in a 

lifetime ‘joy’ will play a more important role. This amount is approximately the same amount 

of time that a person will spend at home]. The ‘feeling-home’ situation is therefore desirable 

from both parties. Note: Those (employers and talents) who are involved in this thesis are not 

realised of this figures. The chance of remaining talent is higher for the employers, when the 

‘feeling-home’ situation is created. A longer stay of an employee can be translated in many 

ways into lower costs (for example introduction and absence cost) and more efficiency. 

 

Theorell described in the article ‘Healthy work: Stress, Productivity and the Reconstruction of 

Working Life’ the relation between a healthy environment vs. the cost efficiency.  

Furthermore research on job satisfaction has shown that employees also find it important to 

be able to use their qualities.  

 

To come back on the “home-feeling” for talents, this can not be defined in one way. It is 

different for every person. For one person this feeling is created through a well-defined task 

description, dominant leadership and well-structured organization and for another person 

‘home’ can be defined as an open culture whereby creativity and cooperation are pillars 

within this organization.  

 

This thesis is written within the topic of ‘breeding and nurturing talents’. The umbrella topic 

suggests research on a talent that ‘breeds’ or ‘nurtures’ his or her own talent, or in a 

relationship with an employer. Talents themselves, as well as employers try ‘anticipating the 

need for human capital and then setting out a plan to meet it’ (Cappelli, 2008, pp.74), also 

called talent management.  

 

Our interest within the relationship between employer and employee lies in the matching 

process between a potential employer and a potential employee and more specific in the 

initial screening within this matching process. The aim of the matching process is finding the 

right employee for the right employer and vice versa. The initial screening is the first shifting 

of the pool of applicants the employer has gathered. During this process the employer and 

talent try to make a match by requiring (potential employer) and offering (potential employee) 

certain qualities. 

 
 

1.2. Research Problem 
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  1.2.1 Introduction 

As described in the background the attention for recruiting, selecting and maintain the ‘best 

and the brightest’ is subject to pressure. In economic fortunate times, talents are scarce and 

there is a lot of attention for welcoming and keeping talents. Employers in those times straw 

with emoluments (like cars from the organization) and the possibility for personal 

development. During a recession there is more choice for employers, with the consequence 

that the attention for ‘human capital’ is not stated with high precedence on the agenda. This 

can result in an disastrous fault since in this period of time ask for short life-cycles from 

products which require incalculable customers to ask for a different approach which requires 

like mentioned before a different approach towards human capital. The difference in 

competition can only be done through creativity, a new way of thinking, flexibility, vision and 

speed to gain knowledge instead of the normal reduction in cost. The reduction in cost is no 

longer the main factor since this reached almost the limit.  

 

Also employers realize themselves more and more that continued existence, their capability 

to distance themselves from others, depends on talents. It is important to offer an 

environment where the talents can unfold themselves, to keep structurally ahead of the 

competitors. This was predicted before the turn of the century through McKinsey & Company 

in the article ‘The War For Talent’ (Chambers, Foulon, Handfield-Jones, Hankin & Michaels 

III, 1998). In this article the importance to welcome and maintain talents is described as the 

way to stay ahead of the competitors.  

 

What drew our interest, is the match between employer and talent. Due to the fact that 

researching relationship will contain a lot of hours (see background) or to put it in the words 

of Steve Jobs (CEO and founder of Apple) ‘Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living 

someone else’s life. Don’t let the noise of other opinions drown out your own inner voice’ a 

well though decision is required. This statement counts for a lot of aspects in life, but 

especially for those that require a lot of time, like a relationship or a job.  

 

The argument which we rated as most important, ‘How can experience joy in the things I do?’ 

that counts as well for talents as for employers.  So work is no longer defined as something 

you have to do, but as an aspect in the image one’s like to express, time which is rated as 

joyful instead of something which is an obligation. Moreover a matching process indicates a 

two way process, where the term ‘recruitment process’ sometimes calls up a feeling or 

interpretation of a cattle-market. 
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To describe the matching process more, matching talents with companies is what 

headhunting companies do as their work. Nowadays the rise of headhunting companies is 

growing like never before, to match talents with organizations based upon DNA (definition 

explained in 1.2.2 Definitions). To amplify we will focus upon the initial phase with the 

meeting process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matching Process Figure: 1.2.1.1 

Since it is the first time we mention the word ‘initial phase’ it needs some introduction. We 

focus upon the initial phase for several reasons. The first reason is that the only phase within 

the whole matching process that there is no physical attendance required. Moreover this is 

also the phase whereby in terms of percentage the most talents drop out, based upon a 

resume and a motivation letter. It interests us that a procedure happens based upon a 

maximum of four pages since normal persons need so many words to describe themselves. 

Therefore our focus lies within the matching process with the amplification upon the initial 

phase.  
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Figure 1.2.1 explains a general matching process which consists of a minimum of five steps: 

advertising the job, shifting application letters, checking references, interviewing and finally 

selecting the right person. After the first interview there could be more interviews and/or 

assessments. Some companies work with assessments even before the first interview. Such 

was the case with one of our participants who applied for a job at Ernst & Young and had to 

go through a cognitive capability test and personality test before having an interview at all. 

Note: research has shown that not all evaluations are conscious, and that there are certain 

unconscious judgements made in matching processes that influence choices. However, for 

our research it is the conscious evaluation that we focus on.  

  1.2.2 Definitions  

Before we bring you, as reader, to our research problem we want to highlight some 

definitions which are our opinion important, since these words are related to specific 

interpretations for us. Without noticing this interpretation, confusion arise something we like 

to preserve to occur.  

In the topic of breeding and nurturing talents, an amount of research is done related towards 

the area where talent is included. However there does not seem to be an agreeable 

academic concept of a talent, since most articles take the concept talent for granted. 

Furthermore it is even more important to explain which thoughts we have about the word 

‘talent’. We will therefore first formulate a description form the dictionary.  

Taken from the Oxford Dictionary: 

talent 

  • Noun 1 natural aptitude or skill. 2 people possessing such aptitude or skill. […]. 

NOTE: In this paper we will use the word talent only in the second form of the dictionary, thus as ‘a 

person possessing a certain aptitude or skill’. We will not use the word talent as a synonym for ‘natural 

aptitude’ or ‘skill’. We will mainly use the word ‘quality’ to refer to the skills or aptitudes that give a 

talent its value.  

When a talent is ‘a person possessing a certain aptitude or skill’, this aptitude or skill can only 

be useful if an employer is looking for a person with these skills. The old saying ‘beauty is in 

the eye of the beholder’ might be very applicable in this case, since a talent with a certain 

skill will not be seen as a talent by an employer that is looking for a totally different set of 

skills to fill a certain spot in the company.  

Even though it is not of importance for the outcome of this research, we will use the word 

talent instead of person looking for a job, or potential employee for several reasons.       
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The first and most important reason for us is that the word ‘talent’ assumes that there also 

are ‘untalented’ people. We think this is not a positive approach, since we personally still 

have the arguably assumption that every person has the potential to be a talent in one or 

another field and on whatever level. We argued before that a talent can only be a talent when 

the skills or aptitude possessed are valuable for an employer. From here we can come up 

with a useful definition: A talent is a person possessing knowledge and/or skills that are seen 

as valuable for an employer. This definition will make it possible for us to argue that everyone 

can be a talent when placed on the right spot. Since every employer looks for the right 

person on the right spot and there are many different spots (jobs), every talent can have his 

or her spot. The second reason we want to use the word talent is that this research will be 

targeting people looking for a job, this will per sé not be ‘employees’, since these people are 

either unemployed or employed by an other company. Using the word employee would 

suggest they are already employed by the employer, this causes confusion. The third reason 

is more practically. The word ‘employer’ and ‘employee’ have only one letter difference and 

can cause, especially for our multi-language group of readers some misunderstandings. We 

will call the second party within this communication process employer instead of 

organization. We choose to use this, because employer emphasizes the employment 

function of the organization and this is the function of the organization we want to look at. 

Matching the right talent with the right employer seems to be of great importance for 

companies nowadays. We choose to use the word matching process instead of the often 

used word recruitment process for two reasons. The first reason is that the word recruitment 

process suggests an outlook at the research object from the employer’s point of view, while 

we want to watch the object from a helicopter view, not choosing either of the sides. The 

word matching process therefore better suggests this balanced view. The second reason is 

that the word recruitment process also suggests a one way relationship where an employer 

is recruiting talent and a talent has not much say in this. Matching process suggests a 

process whereby two parties search to find/create a situation whereby both parties find a 

realization of their wishes/dreams/desires.  

Within in the matching process we focus upon the initial phase. The initial phase lies within 

the matching process in the first round whereby the first contact lays between employer and 

talent and whereby the first shifting is done based upon on the vacancy and the resume and 

motivation letter.   

To conclude we like to define the word DNA, the DNA of an organization but also the DNA of 

a talent. With DNA of an employer we include aspects which are social and psych related. 
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However to avoid sidetracking in this thesis we will not include these aspect like for example 

culture, but include this into the word DNA which represent the inside organization 

(structure), as well the outside organization (view from others towards the organization, 

mission, vision and other aspects which are included in starting up and continue an 

organization. On the other side we have the DNA of the talent. With this we mean more than 

only the biological DNA which every person has inside consisting of Desoxyribo, Nucleïne 

and Acid. With DNA of the talent we include, the desires, wishes, passion and talents. Even 

so, talents are explained in several areas within the theoretical framework, we don’t want to 

express it to much since our aim is to match. Thus, DNA contains the aspects that a talent 

and an employer bring with them to find a match on the labour market.  

 

1.2.3 Definition research problem 

The problem, which leads to our research problem, lays in the initial meeting due to the fact 

that the employer’s wanted knowledge and skills vs. talent’s knowledge and skills and 

desires are expressed on paper to the opposite party, as shown in figure 1.2.3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visual presentation background Figure 1.2.3.1  

This leads us to the research problem, which is defined as: 

 
How can we explain problems between employer and talent during the initial 

screening phase in the matching process, in terms of measuring, explicating and 
expressing qualities? 

 
 
1.3 Research Questions 
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Our research questions that help us to answer the research problem are based upon the 

communication in the initial screening phase.  This can be divided in four phases, A until D, 

as shown in figure 1.3.1. Every phase is characterized through an action. In phase A, the 

employer send outs the vacancy. Phase B is marked through the interpretation of the talent 

of the vacancy and themselves. Based upon the action of sending out the motivation letter 

and resume towards the employer is the foundation for phase C. The last phase in the initial 

screening is phase D, whereby the interpretation of the letters by the employer starts which 

results in the first literally drop outs. Note: Literally drop outs are done through somebody else. 

While sending out the vacancy talents can pull out, but this is often not register by an organization.  

 

 
Research overview Figure 1.3.1 

  
1.3.1 Definition research question 1 

The first research question is based upon the step from the employer towards the talent 

through the tool of a vacancy. We called this phase “Communication of required qualities 

from employer to talent”. To come to a successful match in this screening phase, an 

employer needs to state what qualities it is looking for in a talent, while the talent needs to be 

able to show that he or she has possesses these qualities. This is a communication process 

in which both parties need to state the knowledge and skills required or possessed. An 

example is given figure 1.3.1.1. 
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       Example Job Add Figure 1.3.1.1. 

 

This leads us to the first research question: 

 

A. How does an employer communicate requirements and an image of the job and 

organization towards the talent? 

 

To search to a conclusion will be done through analyzing of several job-ads whereby as well 

the format of the job-ads as the functional requirements will be analyzed, to understand the 

employer. Furthermore we like to found which aspects are highlighted (personality or 

experience).  
  

1.3.2. Definition research question 2 

 

Research question two can be defined as “Interpretation of required qualities by talent”. This 

question is analyzed through semi-structured interviews with talents which are in the final 

phase of their education (end of the 3rd or 4th year). The questions which are asked will lead 

us hopefully towards answers how talents judge vacancies. So the question sounds: 

 

B. How does a talent evaluate the requirements communicated by an employer? 

 

 

From a job add for co-manager of a Hobby Lobby Creative Center (Best Jobs US, 2008): 

Requirements:  

*Previous retail store management experience above Departmental level in a "big box" 
setting.              
*Grocery store managers wanting to diversify their careers are highly successful with us. 
*Motivated leaders who aren't afraid to roll up their sleeves and work alongside their 
people.  
*Qualified candidates will be interested in promoting to store manager after a short 
training period.  
*Entrepreneurial spirit, with sound decision making capabilities.  
*Open to possible relocation. 
 

As one can see there are several requirements for knowledge and skills in this add such 
as ‘previous retail store management experience’, ‘motivated leaders’, ‘entrepreneurial 
spirit’ and ‘sound decision making capabilities’.  
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1.3.3. Definition research question 3 

The third research question within this thesis will focus on the `communication of talent’s 

qualities towards employer´. Therefore our research question is defined as:  

 

C. How does a talent translate the requirements in terms of his or her qualities? 

          

 

 
Research overview Figure 1.3.3. 

Like showed in figure 1.3.3 related with the research question is analyzed through two 

different methods. One is done through analyzing of applications letters send in talents. The 

second part exists of semi-structured interviews with the same talents which send in their 

motivation letter and resume. In here we like to find out what they think about their own letter, 

and how they think it will be judged by an employer.  

 

 1.3.4. Definition research question 4 

Research question for rounds off the initial screening through looking at the motivation letters 

and resume´s send in by several talents. Furthermore we called this phase: “Employer’s 

interpretation of qualities as they are expressed by talent”. Here belongs the research 

question D to:  

 

D. How does an employer evaluate the qualities put forward by a talent? 

 

This is researched through analyzing of semi-structured interviews and semi-structured 

interviews with experiment. Note: We divide these research questions in more operational 

questions and these are described in the methodology part 
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1.4. Scope  

The scope of this research consists of several themes. The first theme is ‘job requirements’ 

through job-ads which we used as the basic for further research. Also job requirements is 

used within the perspective of the talent, whereby the requirements where analyzed from a 

paper and through own interpretation.  

Another theme focuses on qualities. Under qualities we can defined the so called KSA, which 

stands for Knowledge, Skills and Abilities. Since in our perspective every person is a talent, 

and a talent is somebody who possesses qualities, KSA is unavoidable.  

Furthermore we use in the scope, employee selection. Moreover since the focus of this 

research lays on the matching process and more specific in the initial screening which stands 

for selection. Therefore employee selection is added towards our scope.  

 

1.5 Purpose & objectives 

By doing a research to communication of knowledge and skills within the matching process 

between employer and talent, we hope to fulfil several objectives related towards the 

purpose. Our main focus, as a purpose, is for ourselves. We wrote this thesis in the first 

place for ourselves. It may sounds selfish, but we choice this topic due to a passion which we 

liked to express. We hope our research will give us an understanding from an employer’s 

point of view in the problems and from the point of view of the talent of the problems within 

the matching process. By ‘fulfilling’ this purpose we want to explore different ways of barriers 

from employer to talent and visa versa so that new ways are open to improve. Furthermore 

we like to discover, when the barriers are found, to gain insight information in the problems in 

the initial screening process from an employer to a talent and visa versa.  

Our least objective obtains an elaboration on possible tips for as well employers as talents 

within the matching process, especially in the initial screening.  

 

 We hope this research will give anyone some time to think about this problem that is present 

in everyone’s life and especially the people we are surrounded with. 

   

1.6 Limitations  

At almost the end of this part of our work we like to express some extra attention towards the 

corner stone’s of the initial screening within the matching process.  

The first one is regarding the published data. Like we mentioned before the matching 

process is quite a new subject which is developing every day more. However our focus is not 

to give the ideal conclusion, moreover we are wanted to highlight the importance of this 
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subject. But due to limit time and published data about this subject we are aware that there 

could been new things discovered. 

Another limitation we like to express is money. When the possibility was there to organize a 

target group meeting with as well the talents and recruiters we are quite convinced that the 

information will be deeper and more structured. We see the high importance of this subject 

and answered will be more structured when a discussion will be given on this subject. On the 

other side we can see it as new possibility for the further to discover and explore on this 

subject.    

 

1.7 Organisation of the thesis 

The thesis is divided in five different chapters. This first chapter deals with the background of 

the research, problem discussion, research problem, scope, objectives and purpose and the 

organisation of the thesis. The second chapter provides the theoretical framework to which 

the research has taken place.  The third chapter provides the methodology of the thesis. The 

fourth chapter is analysis of the collected data. The fifth chapter will be the conclusion of the 

analysis in terms of the theoretical framework. 
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2. Theoretical background 

 

The theoretical framework we use consists of several parts. The first part of this framework is 

based upon the environment in which our research takes places. In here we explain the 

movement which nowadays takes place from the so called ‘old world’ towards the ‘new 

world’. Furthermore the new work relationships will be elaborate. The second part of this 

framework is the content of our research: qualities. Within this part we will elaborate on 

defining and evaluating these qualities. We will use a framework taken from an article by van 

der Maesen and Schakel (1999) as a basis to discuss qualities. However we will elaborate 

on the different aspects a lot more by adding literature to the different concepts within this 

framework. In the third part of the literature review we will elaborate on a communication 

model and sensemaking. The reason why we included this in the literature review is because 

the models are at the basis of the process we want to research. Talent and employer 

communicate information to each other and try to make sense of this information and each 

other. 

 
2.1 Context: Work relationships and work-life balance 

The labour market can be divided in two major groups, the baby-boomers with their children 

and generation Y. The division is made through the gap which exists through the different 

youth, values and desires. Where the baby-boomers and kids where raised in an 

environment where hard work was expected and a new life was build up after the war, the 

generation Y is surround by luxury. The luxury consists of material, more access to 

information, opportunities for careers outside their own country and most of all spare time is 

stated highly on the agenda. Due to this the work relationships between employer and talent 

are changing. In the article of Job Woudt called ‘the least salary slave’ (translated), whereby 

emphasise is laying on the irreversible flexibility of the labour relations.  Where in the ‘older 

days’ the traditional labour relations talent-employer where dominant, the change is now 

already going towards a more flexible form. This change requires from as well the employer 

as the talent new specific attitudes to makes this match happen. However even when this 

more flexible labour relations are a new trend, there must be highlighted that not everybody 

is willing to follow.   

 

In figure 2.1.1 a schedule is presented whereby the differences between the old and the new 

world are explained. It is a new movement, where as well the employer as the talent should 

be prepared for.  
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Different work-life balance Figure 2.1.1. 

Through this different work-life balance the labour relations are subject to new 

implementations whereby one of the major implementation in behaviour will take place in 

dependence. This results in a situation whereby the talent is not longer dependent upon the 

employer but the employer is getting more dependent upon the talent. This due to the fact 

that money is no longer the most important driver of the talent to work. However this will not 

exclude that a generation Y talent does not want to earn money, only it is not rated as the 

most important aspect. Also where in the baby-boomers generations it was normal to stay at 

the same employer for the whole work period which results in high form of loyalty, the 

generation Y is longer aiming for that goal. Moreover due to the mobility and boundaries 

disappear ‘lifetime employment’ is no longer the issue but is replaced, like highlighted in 

figure 2.1.1, into ‘lifetime education’. Furthermore due to the fact that both parties are 

representing on the labour market this change can create problems. This can be found back 

for example in the relationship between parent and child, a youngster, where the traditional 

hierarchy is replaced for an open, more friend to friend relationship. However through the fact 

that the younger generation is living in a more dynamic environment it happens more than 

ones that parents do no longer understand their children looked at the behaviour. This same 

problem can arise in a working environment where through the different rating of values, 

miscommunication can arise, which in this case can result through a non-match.  
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2.2 Content: Defining and evaluating a talent’s qualities 

While reviewing journals we found many articles that focused on the relation between job 

performance and a certain parameter, for example a personality trait. An example is research 

that has proven Extraversion, Agreeableness and Openness to experience are valid 

predictors of performance (Barrick & Mount, 2005). These articles were written on a very 

detailed level. In more general HR-literature (books) we found that there are many concepts 

used for defining a talent’s qualities. Concepts we have seen in different books and articles 

include among others capabilities, skills, knowledge, capacities, qualities, abilities, traits, and 

competences. The definitions of these concepts differed sometimes between different books. 

 

The basic framework 

Van der Maesen and Schakel’s (1999) article proved very useful for us to order concepts into 

a framework. The writers took competences as the leading concept for defining a talent’s 

qualities and developed a framework around it in a very clear way.  

 

  
 

Figure 2.1.1: Framework van der Maesen & Schakel (1999) 

 

The framework as depicted in figure 2.1.1 consists of three parts.  

The first level characteristic (from the bottom) consists of ‘quite stable characteristics that are 

proven to have a strong genetic component’ (translation, Van der Maesen and Schakel, 

1999, pp. 4). The authors divide this level in three components: Cognitive capabilities, 

personality traits, and motives. The second level characteristics: Competences are defined 

by the authors as knowledge and skills. The third part in the framework is experience. 

Experience is divided by the author in task, process, and product.  We will elaborate on these 
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three parts later on.  The authors argue that competences develop through experiences that 

give feedback with cognitive capabilities, personality traits and motives as a basis. To 

summarize it, we can use a quote from the authors: ‘One could call personality traits and 

cognitive abilities the talents that form the basis for the development of skills and knowledge 

through experience. Experience is the acting of person within a specific environment through 

which the person receives feedback that can help him or her to enhance his or her effective 

behaviour.’ (Van der Maesen & Schakel, 1999). To us this seems to be a very useful way to 

describe and evaluate a talent’s qualities (or competences) and potential. We will elaborate 

more on the different parts of the model in 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 and analyse how much of this 

model is actually used by employers and talents to describe required and possessed 

qualities. 

 

2.2.1 First level characteristics: Cognitive capacities, personality, and motives 

According to Van der Maesen and Schakel, the foundation or basis of a talent’s 

competences can be found in cognitive abilities, personality traits, and motives. This is in line 

with a division between cognitive and non-cognitive capabilities we found in another a book: 

‘Non-cognitive capacities are motivational and emotional qualities or traits that contribute to 

effective behaviour’ (Ciarrochi, Forgas & Mayer, 2006, pp.265). Ciarrochi, Forgas & Mayer 

distinguish capabilities only in cognitive and non-cognitive capabilities. Van der Maesen and 

Schakel also doubt if motives are not part of personality traits as well. How ever, since 

motivation is a key word in employer selection we choose to use the model where motives 

are distinguished from personality traits. 

 

Cognitive capacities 

Van der Maesen and Schakel say that ‘cognitive capacities tell how fast a person can add 

new information to his or her existing skills and knowledge, how much information the person 

can process at one time and how good this person can solve problems.’ (Van der Maesen & 

Schakel, 1999, pp. 4). Cognitive capacity is easily confused with intelligence (often evaluated 

as IQ). However, researchers argue that different sorts of intelligence exist and intelligence 

thus has to be interpret broader than with an IQ-test. Another widely recognized sort of 

intelligence is emotional intelligence (Goleman, 1998).  

 

Many different sorts of intelligence can be found. For example Gardner (2002) distinguishes 

seven sorts of intelligence: Linguistic intelligence, logical-mathematical intelligence, musical 

intelligence, bodily-kinaesthetic intelligence, spatial intelligence, interpersonal intelligence 

and intrapersonal intelligence. Lennick and Kiel (2005) write about moral intelligence. Most 
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research on intelligence and job performance has been done on intelligence evaluated as IQ 

(see for example: Zysberg & Nevo, 2004) and emotional intelligence evaluated as EQ (see 

for example Cooper, 1997 or Goleman, 1998). There is evidence that intelligence evaluated 

as IQ as well as EQ are predictors for job performance. However when one is looking for 

talented musician, the focus will most certainly be on musical intelligence. What should be 

noted from this paragraph is that there are many researchers that argue that different sorts of 

intelligence exist and matter to performance in different area’s. It would be naive to think that 

one can evaluate a person’s total intelligence with an IQ test only. 

 

Personality traits 

Every person has a personality. Personality is ‘the set of psychological traits and 

mechanisms within the individual that are organized and relatively enduring and that 

influence his or her interactions with, and adaption to, the intrapsychic, physical, and social 

environments’ (Larsen & Buss, 2008, pp.4). A personality consists of a multitude of 

personality traits. A personality trait (or psychological trait, Larsen & Buss, 2008) can be seen 

as ‘a relatively consistent characteristic exhibited in different situations’ (Ciarrochi, Forgas & 

Mayer, 2006, pp. 264). A massive amount of research has been published about the effect of 

personality on job performance. A good overview can be found in the work of Barrick and 

Mount (1991 and 2005). Barrick and Mount state that: ‘[...] personality has been roundly 

criticized as an ineffective predictor of performance. In recent years, however, researchers 

have acknowledges and documented the fact that we all have personalities, and that 

personality matters because it predicts and explains behaviour at work.’ ‘In fact it is hard to 

find a manager who says they would prefer to hire someone who is careless, irresponsible, 

lazy, impulsive, and low in achievement striving (low in Conscientiousness). Similarly, not 

many managers seek to hire individuals who are anxious, hostile, personally insecure, and 

depressed (low in Emotional Stability).’ (Barrick & Mount, 2005, pp. 359). 

From reviewing literature on personality traits as job performance predictors we can see that 

there is much proof that some personality traits predict some levels of job performance. We 

can conclude personality matters. However, the very extensive work of Barrick and Mount 

(1991, 2005) also shows that there is still much disagreement on the different parameters 

being used.  

 

Barick and Mount’s (1991, 2005) used the ‘Big Five’ personality traits as evaluation for 

personality. The ‘Big Five’ consist of five traits that can be remembered under the acronym 

OCEAN: Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. 

Barrick and Mount (2005) call these traits ‘broad global traits’ and argue that these broad 
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global traits consist of many smaller variables (traits). The ‘Big Five’ cannot be credited to 

anyone since it has slowly emerged since 1932 into what it is nowadays (Barrick & Mount, 

1991, pp.2-3) and can be considered the most widely accepted taxonomy of personality. 

Through history taxonomies of personality has been used such as Eysenck’s hierarchical 

model of personality or Cattell’s 16 personality factor system (see: Larsen & Buss, 2008, 

pp.60-93). Another recent personality evaluation, CSE, seems to correlate with some job 

related s (Lodewijk, 2007). Van der Maesen and Schakel also use the Big Five to evaluate 

personality, but also acknowledge that also other personality trait evaluations can be used.  

After thoroughly having reviewed a substantial bunch of research, Barrick and Mount 

conclude that much research proved correlations between some Big Five personality traits 

and some job performance evaluations, but much research still has to be done (Barick & 

Mount, 2005). Personality (self-) tests can be taken on many different traits or more broad 

taxonomies like a Big-Five test. 

 

Larsen and Buss (2008) summarize four different sources for personality data: Self-report 

data, observer-report data, test-data and life-outcome data. Self-report is information a 

person reveals about him, including all personality questionnaires that ask direct questions 

about personality tests. Observer data can be obtained through a third person. Test-data 

comes from tests where the person is placed in a certain environment and has to perform 

standardized tests. Life-outcome data refers to ‘information that can be gleaned from the 

events, activities, and outcomes in a person’s life those are available to public scrutiny’ 

(Larsen & Buss, 2008, pp.38). In the initial screening self-report data and life-outcome data 

might be available to the employer and observer data might be obtained when the employer 

tracks the talent’s references. However, talents are not likely (yet) to send personality test-

reports with their application letters and personality tests are usually taken in further phases 

in the matching process. 

 
Motives 

A great amount of research has been done on motivation. Murray was one of the first 

researchers that tried to describe different needs of persons such as ambition needs, needs 

to defend status, needs related to social power and social affections needs (Larsen & Buss, 

2008, pp.354-356). Another famous author in this field is Maslow with his hierarchy of needs 

model. Van der Maesen and Schakel use Ford’s motivation theory. According to Ford, 

behaviour exists of skills, a responsible environment and motivation. Skills and the helpful 

environment are in line with the model used by van der Maesen and Schakel. Ford argues 

that motivation is a function of personal goals, personal agency believes and emotions. 
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Personal goals can be seen as the values a person has that give direction to the person’s 

life. They differ from concrete goals, because personal goals come from within the person. 

Personal agency beliefs (PAB’s) have to do with the expectations a person has towards 

committing himself or herself to something. PAB’s can be divided in capacity beliefs and 

context beliefs. Capacity beliefs are the beliefs a person has about his or her competences. 

Context beliefs are a person’s beliefs about the possibilities an environment offers to fulfil his 

or her personal goals. The difference between the responsible environment and context 

beliefs in Ford’s model is that the former is the objective environment and the latter is the 

subjective environment. However van der Maesen and Schakel only use Ford’s motivational 

part of his model so the concept of responsible environment is not of great importance for our 

research. The last component in Ford’s model is emotions. Ford argues that when a person 

anticipates on fulfilling a personal goal, the person will enter a state of emotional arousal that 

will mobilize energy to accomplish the tasks to fulfil the goal. The leading components in 

Ford’s model are thus the personal goals. 

 
2.2.2 Second level characteristics: Competences 
Van der Maesen and Schakel named their paper ‘what is not a competence’ and tried 

throughout the paper to strip disambiguates from the concept. The argue that ‘competences 

are not behaviour’, ‘competences are not characteristics and capacities’, competences are 

not results’ and ‘competences are not motivation’ (van der Maesen & Schakel, 1999, pp. 5-

8). The authors use the concepts knowledge and skills to define competences: ‘We define 

competences as knowledge and skills’ (van der Maesen & Schakel, 1999, pp. 9). They 

further argue that it is hard to distinguish knowledge from skills. Some define knowledge as 

know-what and skills as know-how (some even add know-who for network relations and 

know-why for education), others define it in declarative knowledge and procedural 

knowledge, or tacit and explicit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966). A much used framework in the 

USA is the so-called KSA-network that divides in knowledge, skills and abilities. The authors 

conclude it does not seem of high importance to be able to distinguish skills from knowledge, 

since competences cover both. Many university programmes nowadays state competences 

or learning outcomes after completion of a course of the full programme. Learning outcomes 

can be seen as competences, this will be explained further on. When we have a look at the 

learning outcomes for this master thesis we can see that it seems hard and unnecessary to 

distinguish knowledge from skills and abilities:  
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Figure 2.2.2.1: Excerpt learning outcomes master thesis BBS programme. 

 

Competences are a key-word in organizing programmes nowadays. In some cases 

universities sit together with organizations from the working field to list competences in such 

a way that graduates are most useful for the working field. An example of this can be found 

in the competence profile that the Hogeschool van Amsterdam (Hogeschool van Amsterdam, 

2007) has for accountancy students. The profile lists 32 competences and has been put 

together with a big group of stakeholders from working fields, universities and the 

government. We should keep in mind that competences or learning outcomes in universities 

are just a part of a person’s competences and that there are many other opportunities to 

develop competences that are not that clearly stated. 

 

Competences are numerous and a combination of knowledge, skills and abilities that are 

hard to evaluate. Some knowledge can be made explicit very easily, while other knowledge 

is harder to describe. To quote Polanyi’s famous aphorism ’We can know more than we can 

tell’ (Polanyi, 1966. Pp. 4). However student’s nowadays are trained better than before to 

evaluate themselves in terms of their competences, knowledge, skills and abilities. This is 

often done through instruments 360-degree feedback and personal development plans. 

In a 360-degree feedback, students receive feedback from all different angles (different 

stakeholders) leading to a more objective view on the self (for example: van der Berg, 2004).  

A personal development plan (PDP) forces a student to look at the self more thoroughly. Also 

do many universities in the Netherlands offer courses in career development. In these 

courses students have access to different methods to evaluate qualities and weaknesses. 

Van den Broek (1993) has managed to write a competence dictionary with 53 competences, 

which can be very useful for employers as well as talents. 

 

2.2.3 Experience: Task, process, product, and feedback 

Experience is a keyword in van der Maesen and Schakel’s (1999) model, since they argue 

that competences develop through feedback that comes from experiences. Experience 

After completing this course the student should be able to: 

− implement thorough and qualified skills in the art and process of planning, 

conducting, implementing and presenting a research in a thesis form. 

− identify a research question and design a project to answer it 

− write a critical literature review 

− define working concepts and conceptual frameworks to give structure to the work 

− collect and analyse research data efficiently and effectively 
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functions as some sort of proof for the development of competences. Some talents might find 

it hard to formulate their competences, but in that case a highly developed résumé might 

show that there is a good chance this talent has developed certain competences he or she is 

not aware of. The other way around it also works: An empty track record from a talent that 

tells to have highly developed competences might lead to some suspicion. 

 

Employers will be interested mostly in a person’s job related competences and will focus 

mostly on a person’s work or educational experience; ‘the subset of life events that are most 

directly and immediately relevant to work attitudes, motivation, and performance’ (Tesluk & 

Jacobs, pp. 324) It should be noted that also other experiences in life (hobby’s for example) 

can lead to very valuable competences (such as team playing skills) and thus should not be 

overlooked. We cannot put down this thought more easily than using the same quote by 

writer Orison Swett Marden that Tesluk and Jacobs (1998) used in their article about 

experience: ‘Every experience in life, everything with which we have come in contact in life, 

is a chisel which has been cutting away at our life statue, modelling, modifying, shaping it. 

We are part of all we have met. Everything we have seen, heard, felt, or thought has had its 

hand in modelling us, shaping us.’’ 

 

Task, Process and Product 

Van der Maesen and Schakel (1999) divide experience in task, process and product. The 

task can be seen as the task, role or responsibilities a person has committed to. This can 

usually be found in a person’s function in an organization. One important task of HR-

departments is to write down what is expected of which function in their organization. The 

product is the end-result of a certain task. Sometimes this can be very clear, for example in 

the case of project-related jobs. Sometimes the product of a task is harder to evaluate, such 

as often is the case in more continuous jobs. Process is the part where a talent’s 

competences meet the job requirements and where fit is important to lead to a positive 

result/product. The competences a talent possesses lead to his or her behaviour towards a 

certain task. A development in competences usually leads to more effective behaviour that 

usually in turn leads to a better end result.  

Tesluk and Jacobs (1998) argue that most experience is only evaluated in a quantitative way 

and often the word tenure is used as a substitute for experience. The authors argue this is a 

very narrow evaluation of experience: ‘Experience is much more than simply the length of 

time spent in a job, organization or occupation, which captures only a sliver of the construct 

domain. Without integrating the qualitative with the quantitative dimensions, the complexity of 

work experience remains unexplored and its benefits remain untapped’ (Tesluk & Jacobs, 
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1998, pp.350) Tesluk & Jacobs came up with a more sophisticated framework to evaluate 

experience. Their framework consists of three components: Quantitative component, 

qualitative component and an interactional component. 

 

Tesluk and Jacobs divide the quantitative component in two evaluations. The first one are 

‘time-based measures of experience which reflect the traditional reliance on length of time 

working on a task or in a job or organization and are operationalized in various measures of 

tenure’ (Tesluk & Jacobs, 1998, pp.326). The second evaluations are amount-measures  

about the number of times certain tasks are performed.  

 

The qualitative part should represent ‘the specific nature of work situations that contribute to 

the richness of the experience construct’ (Tesluk & Jacobs, 1998, pp.326). This part could 

describe type of terrains, different experienced contexts, and different opportunities for 

different tasks, variety and complexity of tasks.  

 

The interactional part describes ‘various types of acquired work experiences that depend on 

a particular time dimension’ (Tesluk & Jacobs, 1998, pp.329). The authors use two 

evaluations to describe this component: Density and timing. Density is intended to show the 

intensity of an experience. Timing refers to ‘when a work event occurs relative to a longer 

sequence of successive experiences such as those that characterize a career’ (Tesluk & 

Jabobs, 1998, pp.329). This framework fits very well with van der Maesen and Schakel’s 

(1999) framework that divided experience into task, product and process. This is not strange 

since van der Maesen and Schakel used Tesluk and Jacob’s work. 

 
Feedback 

An important task of HR-departments is to evaluate employee performance (behaviour as 

well as results) on a regular base. The feedback an employee receives can lead, when 

properly dealt with by the employer and employee, to a development of competences. 

Numerous books have been written about giving feedback and evaluations and feedback is 

commonplace in universities nowadays, between students as well as between students and 

teachers. Also in other aspects of life a person will receive feedback for example by friends, 

sport coaches, and family. Hereby it is important that not everybody has the same ability or 

attitude to develop a way of giving feedback towards them and learn from their own 

feedback. It is easy to see there is a relationship between experience and the level of 

development of competences. This relationship is possible through feedback. However, 

some people deal effective with feedback and some people deal with feedback 1(could party 
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be related towards the way of interpretation/situation of the person) less effective. Also, a 

person could be surrounded by other person’s that do not have an effective way of giving 

feedback. How effective a person deals with feedback is very important, since it will forecast 

how well a person will develop in the future, when given proper feedback.  

 
2.3 Process: Tools for analysis 

To describe what takes place during the initial screening in the matching process we choose 

to use two different theories that fit well with the design of our research. The first tool is a 

communication model (explained in 2.2.1) and the second model is Karl Weick’s 

sensemaking theory (explained in 2.2.2).  

The communication model fits well with our research design that has two obvious moments 

of communication (job-add and application letter) and two obvious moments of interpretation 

(interpretation of job-add and interpretation of application letter). 

 

 
Figure 2.3.1.Communication and interpretation in the research design. 

 
2.2.1 Communication  

We will touch a little bit outside the field of business administration upon the field of 

communication to get insight in the basics of the process.  

 

Communication is ‘the process of sending and receiving messages’ (Bovée, 2008, p.4). 

Effective communication occurs ‘when individuals achieve a shared understanding, stimulate 

others to take actions, and encourage people to think in new ways (Bovée, 2008, p.4). The 

initial screening within the matching process is based upon a communication process, where 

the roles of sender and receiver are being switched.  Several messages are communicated, 
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first from the employer towards the talent in the form of a vacancy and the application letter 

which is send towards the employer. This is the reason why the process is so difficult.  

 

Communication is often defined as a unified discipline where the main focus lays upon 

persuasion (Aristotle, The Rhetoric). Nowadays other disciplines such as psychology, 

sociology, linguistics and advertising are connected to communication, and the goal of 

communication also became to pass over information. The goal is the process of establishing 

a commonness or oneness of thought between a sender and a receiver. In our research the 

basic communication model can be applied twice.  

 
Figure 2.2.1.1. : use of communication model as a tool. 

 

When the employer sets up a vacancy, the sender’s field of experience is related towards the 

field of experience of the hr-manager. We mention here the hr-manager because most of the 

time the hr-manager is the person which sets up the vacancy. Through several steps, by 

looking at the activities the talent should fulfill and the therefore defined necessary 

knowledge, skills, abilities and experiences. The competences which will be highlighted in 

the vacancy are a part of the encoding to translate specific parts for example: communication 

is important – excellent communication skills. This encoding will take place on the moment 

the analysis of the job will take place. This, encoding and decoding, will explained more in 

detail in sensemaking. However the decoding is the other side of ‘sensemaking’, this time 

through the talent. Like mentioned before channel is the way in which the message is spread 

out. This can be done for example in a newspaper, on a website or through a recruitment 

center. What kind of talent depends most of the time where the vacancy is published? For a 

job which requires a lot of experience specific magazines are qualified enough and will 

mostly bring the expect result, fulfill the vacancy, at the end. The decoding is related to the 

field of experience of the talent which reads the vacancy. Is it familiar by terms in the 

knowledge of the talent to create understanding? Can the talent pick up the right sense 

which is suppose to send out with the vacancy?  
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This all is included in the decoding of the message by the talent. The response and feedback 

will often only take place in the behavior of the talent, when the application letter and CV is 

received by the employer when new cues are send out which are related towards the cues 

the employer was sending. So to put it shorter and in other words, at A the employer 

communicates towards the talent by sending out the vacancy. At C the sender is the talent 

sending the message in the form of an application. Both messages are sent out through a 

channel of written communication.   

 

What can be expected is by sending out those both messages, the vacancy by the employer 

and the motivation letter and CV by the talent that a kind of noise is coming up. In the work of 

Grunig (1992) two main questions are defined which are related towards the subject of 

communication in the initial meeting, seems a vacancy is a communication technique to 

promote the company and attract talents.  

 

- How, why, and to what extent does communication affect the achievement of 

organizational objectives? 

- How must public relations be practiced and the communication function is organized 

for it to contribute the most to organizational effectiveness?  

 

With these questions the value of the hr-manager is raising. A lot of times when we’re writing 

this thesis, persons say ‘the hr-manager is the most important manager’, but we not capable 

of explaining why. However the other sides as reaction of people where, ‘that’s the persons 

who hire the talents’. We like to point out that by trying to understand parties, the respect and 

understanding will grow. Therefore the communication will be more effective, so that the 

organizational objectives (which are often described as attract and maintain high potential 

talents in the organization) will be reached.  

 

Also the second question which is mentioned by Grunig explains, when the hr-manager 

(1992) is also point out as a public relations manager through the communication that is 

done in a vacancy, the way of selecting people should be effective. So that the model is 

explained completely. 

 
2.2.2 Sensemaking 

‘Thought has a self-reproductive power, and when the mind is held steadily to one idea it 

becomes coloured by it, and, as we may say, all the correlates of that thought arise within the 
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mind. Hence the mystic obtains knowledge about any object of which he [sic] thinks 

constantly in fixed contemplation.’  – H.P. Blavatsky (1831-1891) 

 

We will touch a little bit upon the exploratory process that takes place when the talent 

interprets the job-requirements in terms of his or her own abilities and when the employer 

interprets the talent’s application which starts with the world-view of both the talent as the 

employer which is mentioned by H.P. Blavatsky.  

 

Sensemaking is an exploratory theory described by Karl Weick (Weick, 1995 & 2001). Weick 

describes the concept of sensemaking as a process of seven characteristics that together 

form this explanatory process: ‘Once people begin to act (enactment), they generate tangible 

outcomes (cues) in some social context (social) and this helps them discover (retrospect) 

what is occurring (ongoing), what needs to be explained (plausibility), and what should be 

done next (identity enhancement).’ (Weick, 1995, pp. 55).  

 

When we look at this from our research perspective, we can see that this is a social context 

of two parties (employer and talent) acting together. There are clear cues from both parties, 

in the form of job-adds as well as in the form of an application letter. Keywords in Weick’s 

theory are cues and frames of references.  

 

People are surrounded by all kind of happenings all the time. People are incapable of fully 

grasping all these happenings, but rather ‘extract cues’ from an event: ‘Cues are simple, 

familiar structures that are seeds from which people develop a larger sense of what may be 

occurring.’ (Weick, 1995, pp. 50).  The interesting thing about the initial screening in the 

matching process is that there is only message where both parties have to ‘develop a larger 

sense’ of. The message the talent receives is a job add and messages the employer 

receives is an application letter (see B and D figure 2.2.2.1.).  
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Figure 2.2.2.1.: use of sensemaking as a tool 

 

The job-add and application letter contain all kind of stimuli, but the talent and employer will 

only extract cues from it. For example in a job-add a cue that develops a larger sense of the 

company culture, or a cue that develops a larger sense of the job tasks. In an application 

letter there are for example a cue that gives an understanding of a personality and cues that 

give a cue of a talent’s cognitive capacity. A cue will not always be picked up by everyone 

and will not mean the same to everyone (or anyone). 

 

Every person has a frame of reference. Weick refers to frames as ‘past moments of 

socialization’, by which he means that every person has a background of experiences to 

which this person will relate things that occur. Weick argues that people will always use the 

past to make sense of the future. ‘Frames enable people to locate, perceive, identify and 

label occurrences in their lives and world.’ (Weick, 1995, pp. 22). When someone ‘makes 

sense’ the relationship between the frame of reference and the cue is a plausible relationship 

and when it does not make sense, it is not a plausible relationship. The aim of writing a 

message to a receiver should thus be to create a plausible relationship between the 

message (that contains stimuli) and the frame of reference of the receiver of the message. 

When this plausible relationship is created, the ‘right’ cues will be extracted by the receiver 

and will be perceived in a way that it is meant to be.  

 

When the employer and talent are writing their job-add or application letter, they also try to 

define a reality for the other person. When a talent write that he is very flexible, the talent will 

try to make this a truth accepted by the employer. The attempt to frame and define the reality 

of others is called ‘sensegiving’.  
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This is an extremely difficult process in most non-basic communication since both parties 

have different frames of references. We can illustrate this with a very simple example: When 

a business student reads a job-add for a nursing job, this student will probably not 

understand a quite big part of the job-add because the student misses a ‘nursing frame of 

reference’. However sometimes these difficulties could be more subtle. An example of this 

can be referring to certain experience (i.e. booker for a certain band) as a proof of 

competences, when the receiver has no idea of the difficulties (i.e. one need extremely good 

networking skills) that certain experience contains. 
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3. Methodology 

 
3.1 Overview 

In the first chapter we defined the research problem and problem definition. We formulated 

the leading strategic question, and the research questions. We defined the research 

questions with help of a figure that shows the research problem. For explanation of the 

figure, please see the first chapter. Paragraph 3.1 summarizes and repeats what has been 

written in chapter 1. 

 

Strategic research question:  

How can we explain problems between employer and talent during the initial screening 

phase in the matching process, in terms of measuring, explicating and expressing qualities? 

 

 
Figure 3.1.1: Research overview. 
 

A: Communication of required qualities from employer to talent. 

B: Interpretation of required qualities by talent. 

C: Communication of talent’s qualities towards employer. 

D: Employer’s interpretation of qualities as they are expressed by talent. 

 

Research questions: 

Aa. How does an employer communicate required qualities and an image of the job and 

organization towards the talent? 

Bb. How does a talent evaluate the required qualities communicated by the employer? 

Cc. How does a talent evaluate the required qualities in terms of his or her own qualities? 

Dd. How does an employer evaluate the qualities put forward by the talent? 
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3.2 Data gathering methods per research question 

The total research will be conducted through 2 different sorts of analyses. The first sort of 

analyses is by means of analysing text. We will analyse the content, manually but also with 

the help of a text-analysis program called TextSTAT that will help to count words and word-

orders. The second sort of analyses we use are interviews, some of them will contain a small 

experiment. We call these interviews semi-structured, because we start with a number of 

questions, but will have the freedom to go into interesting area’s when the interviewee takes 

us there. We will elaborate on the methods per question a bit more. 

 

Research question 1: How does an employer communicate required qualities and an 

image of the job and organization towards the talent? 
This research question is inquired with two different data collections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2.1:  Research question A within the research overview. 

 

1. Job adds 

The first collection is a great number of job-ads that will be analyzed on the requirements 

asked for by the employer. This data collection is done before the second data collection 

took place and were used to structure questions for the second data gathering.   

 

2. Semi-structured interviews 

The second data collection consists of semi-structured in-depth interviews with several 

human resource management employees. These interviews are fully recorded. This semi-

structured interview takes place at the same time as data collection for the fourth research 

question. We have structured the interview with some questions, which we partly derived 

from the first data collection. However we choose to use semi-structured interviews to give 

interviewees a chance to go into problem area’s we did not expect.  
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The interview questions used are: 

 How do you determine the requirements (required qualities of talent) of a job? 

 How do you translate this profile into a job add?  

 How do you try to motivate talents to apply to the job add? 

 
Research question 2: How does a talent evaluate the required qualities communicated  

by the employer? 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2.2: Research question B within the research overview. 

 

1. Semi-structured interview with experiment 

We choose to do a small experiment to gather data for this research question. From the first 

data gathering for the first research question we compiled a job add ourselves. For this job 

add we choose requirements we found regular in the job adds we analyzed.  

This job add was showed to the talents and they were given time to read the add carefully.  

With the use of a semi-structured interview we have tried to grasp how talents evaluate the 

requirements they read in the job add. If possible we tried to combine this interview with the 

third research question. The questions we have used are: 

 

 Can you describe your first thoughts about this job add? 

 Which requirements do you count as most important? 

 Do you think the requirements are realistic? 

 What do you miss in this add, which is important for you to be convinced to apply to 

this job add? 

 How would you like to have requirements stated in a job add? 

The job-ads we used: See appendix A 
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Research question 3: How does a talent translate the requirements in terms of his or 

her own qualities? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2.3: Research question C within the research overview. 

 

This research question is inquired with two different data collections. 

 

1.Application letters 

The third research question is complicated. We have discussed two options that seemed 

more fruitful than the one we decided the use. The best way would have been to have 

access to both job add as well as the reaction (i.e. application letter) targeted to this specific 

job add. However due to privacy reasons it is not possible for us to have access to the 

application letters to a job opening in a certain company. The second option that seemed to 

be good was making people conduct applications to the job add we used to collect data for 

the second research question. However we were afraid that this option would not give us the 

responses we needed. We choose to go for a third option and go with applications without 

having access to a specific job add, or open applications. So we requested talents to hand us 

their latest application letter they had used. We choose to analyze these applications on the 

explication and expression of abilities. 

 

2. Semi-structured interviews 

Because we lost data on the link between requirements and the explication and expression 

of the talent to these requirements we decided to compliment what we do have with semi-

structured interviews. We tried to get behind the reasoning of the explication and expression 

of the talent’s abilities we found in the application. The questions we used: 
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 How have you judged yourself concerning the qualities you stated in your application 

letter? 

 Do you have any data to back up the qualities you stated? 

 Do you have any idea about how to quantify your abilities? 

 Do you think it would be a pro if you have quantified information about your abilities? 

 Would you say the application letter is a fair expression of your true talent? 

 How do you think an employer evaluates your qualities you put in your application 

letter? 

 How do you think your letter is distinct from other talent’s letters? 

 

Research question 4: How does an employer evaluate the qualities put forward by the 
talent? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.4.: Research question D within the research overview. 

 

1.Semi-structured interview  

The second data collection consists of semi-structured in-depth interviews with several 

human resource management employees. This semi-structured interview takes place at the 

same time as data collection for the first research question. First we came up with a number 

of general questions. The questions we used 

 

 What are the most important aspects you judge an application on? 

 Which qualities do you consider most important? 

 Do you categorize in different sorts of qualities? 

 How do you evaluate an applicant’s qualities from an application letter? 

 How do you think applicants evaluate their own abilities? 
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 Do you think the ‘right’ persons are usually selected during the initial screening, from 

your own point of view? 

 If you would have full power to come up with another method for initial screening, 

what would you change and why? 

 

2. Semi-structured interview with experiment 

The second part of the experiment we based on three different applications we showed. We 

asked them to elaborate on the different ways talent’s exposed their talents and asked to 

judge these applications. We have taken these three application letters from the applications 

we have collected for research question 3. The questions we used for this experiment: 

 

 Which of the three applications would you consider the best and please elaborate 

why? 

 Can you give one weak and one strong point of each application? 

 

The three applications we used: B 

 
3.3 Participants 

In this research we investigate the problem from two perspectives which are represented by 

the participants; employers and talents. 

The representatives who are select for the employer side of this research are experts in 

human resource management especially with the selection procedure. We got in touch 

through several career events we visited before and during our research period with those 

experts. The real names of the participants are not mentioned in the research but are 

available on request. However, we will elaborate on the different participants and their 

backgrounds. We have selected talents on the premise that they are university students in 

the last of second-last year of their university programme. The degrees they are heading for 

offer a perspective in the business area of jobs. As universities offer numerous different 

business-related programmes and graduate numerous students each year, a business 

graduate diploma becomes less valuable than used to be. Therefore we think many talents in 

this sector have to rely more heavily on their additional qualities than graduates in more 

specialist job functions have.   

We have not stated the exact number of participants we need on forehand. We had a relative 

easy access to participants, so we decided to add participants as long as the results we 

found were not yet saturated. Unless stated otherwise participants all have a Dutch 

background, because in this research we will focus upon the Netherlands.  
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We selected the job adds, talents and companies on the premise of operating in the business 

area. The business area has our focus through two reasons. First of all we are most familiar 

with the business area. Secondly, we think that the business area gives us the most 

problematic matches, because some other area’s like the medical field rely heavily on 

specialist jobs that require a specialist degree and less of the vague requirements we 

highlighted in the research problem. The business area offers a broad variety of jobs, from 

account manager to marketing assistant and from human resource consultant to 

communication manager. However choose job-ads and participants that can be argued to be 

part of this business area. 
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4. Analysis  
 
4.1. Data collection 

 
Figure 4.1.1.: Overview research design. 

 

In paragraph 3.2 data gathering methods have been thoroughly discussed per research 

question. We used semi-structured interviews for every research question with either talents 

or representatives of employers, depending on the research question. In figure 4.1.1. the 

reader can see an overview of the research design once more. For the first and third 

research question we used an additional text analysis. For the first question this was an 

analysis of job-adds, for the third research question this was an analysis of applications.  

For the second and fourth research question we combined the semi-structured interview with 

an experiment. Selection of text research materials, interviewees and experiment materials 

will be discussed in this paragraph. 

 
4.1.1. Text research materials 

For the first research question ‘how does an employer communicate required qualities and 

an image of the job and organization towards the talent?’, we performed an analysis of job-

adds. For the third research question ‘how does a talent translate the requirements in terms 

of his or her own qualities?’, we performed an analysis of applications.  

 

Job-adds 

We selected the job-adds we analyzed from monsterboard.nl, Netherland’s largest online 

job-advertisement website on April 2nd, 2008. We selected jobs in ‘business/strategic 

management’, ‘marketing/product management’, and ‘sales/business development’; all 
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categories within the business sector. We took the first 25 adds that showed. These job-adds 

are not added to the thesis because of space, but of course it is available upon request. 

 

Applications 

We asked the talents we used in the semi-structured interviews for applications, preferable 

ones they recently used. As it is common in the Netherlands to do one or more internships 

during university and Dutch universities are very much focused on connections with the ‘real 

world’. So all talents could give us application letters they used for one or another position. 

These applications are not added to the thesis because of space, but of course it is available 

upon request. 

 

4.1.2. Experiment materials 

For the second and fourth research we conducted interviews with an additional experiment. 

The second research question is directed to talents and needed materials conducted by 

employers (job-adds). The fourth research question is directed to employers and needed 

materials conducted by talents (applications). 

 

Job-adds 

For the experiment that was part of the semi-structured interview for research question 2, 
‘How does a talent evaluate the required qualities communicated by the employer?’,  

the talents had to select a job-add and answer some questions about this job-add and his or 

her reflection on this job add.  
We used two job-adds that we wrote ourselves. We picked several aspects we found in the 

job-adds we selected for the first research question (see: 4.1.1 Text research materials). 

There were not any specific differences between the job-adds. We used two job-adds in 

stead of one because we wanted the talent to be able to choose one that was most 

appealing to him or her. The two job-adds we used are added as appendix. 

 

Applications 

For the experiment that was part of the semi-structured interview for research question 4, 
‘How does an employer evaluate the qualities put forward by the talent?’, the representatives 

of the employers were shown three applications and asked to answer some questions about 
these applications.  

All representatives were shown three different applications. We have taken three applications 

from the applications we gathered for the third research question (see: 4.1.1. Text research 

materials). We have selected three applications that seemed to be quite different from each  
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other to us. The applications we used are added as appendix. 

 

4.1.3. Interviewees 

For the first and fourth research question we interviewed representatives of employers. For 

the second and fourth research question we interviewed talents. We carefully selected both 

groups of interviewees. 

 

Semi-structured interviews talents 

We selected talents that suited the target group as described in the methodology through our 

personal networks. We selected the students to present different educational backgrounds, 

in programmes as well as universities. In the analysis we will refer to the different talents as 

‘talent 1’, ‘talent 2’, etc. The reader can find some additional information (gender, studies, 

university) about the talents in this paragraph. Note: Names and additional information are 

available on request. 

 

Talents 

 Talent 1: Female, finished Bachelor of Economics (Media & Entertainment 

Management), InHolland Haarlem. 

 Talent 2: Male, final phase Bachelor of Economics (Accountancy),  

 Hogeschool van Amsterdam. 

 Talent 3: Male, final phase Masters of Business Administration (Business 

Administration), Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. 

 Talent 4: Female, final phase Bachelor of Economics (Facility Management), 

NHTV Hogeschool Breda. 

 Talent 5: Female, final phase Bachelor of Economics (Small Business and Retail 

Management), CHN Leeuwarden. 

 Talent 6: Male, final phase Bachelor of Business Administration (International 

Office Management), Stenden Leeuwarden. 

 

Semi-structured interviews employers 

We have selected a number of representatives of employers that hold a position that had to 

do with employee selection. We selected the companies to present a lot of different kind of 

organizations, for example in product/services, international- /national orientated as well as 

size. In the analysis we will refer to the different representatives as ‘recruiter 1’, ‘recruiter 2’, 

etc. The reader can find some additional information about the representatives in this 

paragraph. Names and additional information are available on request. 
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Recruiters 

 Recruiter 1: Male, Unit manager, Rotterdam, Sogeti Nederland B.V, international 

oriented, product oriented, large sized. 

 Recruiter 2: Male, Intercedent, Meppel, Olympia Uitzendbureau, national oriented, 

service oriented, medium sized. 

 Recruiter 3: Male, CEO, Vianen, Sogeti Nederland B.V., international oriented, 

product oriented, large sized.  

 Recruiter 4: Female, hr-manager, Baarn, Test Value, national oriented, service 

oriented, small sized.  

 Recruiter 5: Female, hr-manager, Reeuwijk, Q-Quest, national oriented, service 

oriented, medium sized. 

 Recruiter 6: Female, hr-manager, Rijen, Ericsson, international oriented, product 

oriented, large sized. 

 Recruiter 7: Female, hr-manager, Amsterdam, Graduate, international oriented, 

service oriented, small sized. 

 Recruiter 8: Male, senior consultant, Rotterdam, Page Personnel, national 

oriented, service oriented, medium sized.  
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4.2 Research question 1: How does an employer communicate required qualities and 

an image of the job and organization towards the talent? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4.2.1.sour: Research question A within the research overview. 

 

The first research question consists of two different analyses. The first analysis is a text 

analysis of a number of job-adds. The second analysis consists of a semi-structured 

interview with representatives of the employers.  

 
4.2.A. Analysis job-adds 

The analysis of the job add consists of two parts. The first part of the analysis is an analysis 

based on the form of the job-adds. The second part of this analysis is an analysis of the 

content of the job-adds. 

 
4.2.1. Format job-adds 

When we look at the lay-out of the job-ads we collected, we can analyse a couple of things. 

The first thing, when all the vacancies are presented together is the lay-out. The lay-out 

based on colours and presentation are different from add to add. Furthermore besides the 

presentation of the vacancy we didn’t analyse an original heading which could differentiate 

employers from one another. A lot of job-adds stated just the name of the function (24 adds) 

such as ‘Service Delivery Manager’ (add 1) or ‘Location Manager’ (add 11). However one 

add stated as title ‘sales talent’ (add 13), whereby the title represent a function of ‘account 

manager’.  
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When we search for a description of the company and or department we can see many 

differences. Some adds do not even mention a company name (add 4), while it is clear that it 

is not an external recruitment company add. Some adds do not mention the company name 

because the add is one put on by an external recruitment company, such as add 2 that says 

‘for one of the biggest ICT storage solution providers’. Some describe the company more 

thoroughly, even trying to sketch the business culture, such as add 9. Most adds are 

somewhere in between these opposites.  

 

Almost all job-adds have a part called ‘function’, only one add (add 21) did not have any 

description of the function so that it started with the asked requirements. Only 4 of the job-

ads have also a part called ‘responsibilities’ or ‘tasks’ added. Most times (20 out of 25) the 

‘responsibilities’ part is mixed with ‘function’, such as is the case in add 1 that states under 

function: ‘ The most important activities within this [function] are..’.  

 

The part that follows is most interesting for our research question and it states the ‘functional 

requirements’. Sometimes this part is called ‘you’ as in we-you (i.e. add 1 or add 4), that is 

divided in ‘you are’ and ‘you have’ and ‘you can’ in add 9 or called ‘your qualities’ in add 24. 

All other titles for this part can be ‘profile’ (i.e. add 14 and 17). Sometimes actual functional 

requirements can be found in the ‘function’ part, such is the case in add 6 where ‘helicopter 

view’ is listed as one of the tasks.  

 

The next part in the job adds is most times the ‘additional information’. This most important 

part within this ‘additional information’ is the ‘conditions’ that tells what an employer offers. It 

is interesting to see that employers are very willing to show what they are looking for (a lot 

written in ‘function’, ‘tasks’ and ‘functional requirements’) but are not very fond to show what 

they actually offer. 7 out of 25 job-adds do not even offer anything at all, no description of 

conditions can be found and only 7 our of 25 job-adds show a concrete salary, still stated as 

‘between .. and …’. Most job-adds state something vague like ‘primary and secondary 

conditions are good’ (add 22) or ‘salary and other conditions are in related to the function’ 

(add 16). Other examples of information under ‘additional information’ are the kind of job 

(fulltime/part-time) and the kind of contract (1-year contract/ unconditional contract). 

The last part of the job-ads gives contact information.  

 

Conclusion 

To summarize, the ads we used roughly consist of five parts which is showed in figure 

4.2.1.1. The first part is in the example a description of the company or department. This is 
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followed upon with a description of the function and responsibilities or tasks. As third part we 

analyzed the description of the additional information. Furthermore it is followed up with the 

functional requirements and to conclude the contact information part.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

     Division job adds Figure 4.2.1.1. 

 
4.2.2. Functional requirements 

The way functional requirements are stated differ a lot between the jobs-adds. Some adds 

(such as add 1) try to state the requirements in a story like format in which they describe the 

person they are looking for. These ads often start with ‘you are …’ other ads (such as add 2 
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and add 7) state the functional requirements as a listing of several requirements. Most adds 

fall somewhere in between.  

 

The analysis method we choose to represent a clear structure is based on several aspects.  

 The first method we applied is based upon a structure which we develop ourselves ,which 

knowledge we gathered through this research, to start with the all collected aspect the 

personality. Through the personality we will explain several aspects which are rated in the 

psychology separate, like cognitive capacity, experience and motives. To end we like 

transform this personality into competences which is nowadays often used in business 

organizations and on higher education to describe who you are. The second analyse is done 

through a text analysis software called TextSTAT. With this tool we can analyse the text by 

counting words and seeing different word orders. 

 

Personality 

The word ‘personality’ is only used four times in all the job-adds: ‘organisational sensitive, 

communicative skilled and customer oriented personality’ (add 5), ‘pro-active personality’ 

(add 8), ‘energetic personality’ (add 17) ‘inspiring and motivating personality’ (add 20). The 

word ‘personality traits’ is used once: ‘Personality traits: commercial, integer, pro-active, 

creative, flexible, humorous’ (add 6). The word ‘person’ is not used in combination with a 

summary of traits.  

 

Also there are some words that are used as if it is a personality trait, but in fact is not, such 

as the word ‘commercial’ (person). Another example is ‘creativity’.  Creativity is listed as a 

competence and not a personality trait, because ‘creative people’ are usually described as a 

number of different personality traits combined (source: Winstonbril, accessed May 2008). 

Words that describe personality traits (these are numerous) are mixed with words that 

describe competences.  

 

The much used Big Five traits Openness, Consciousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and 

Neuroticism) are not mentioned literally in the job-ads; however they use words that relate to 

these personality traits. For example the word ‘team player’ is often connected to extravert 

(vs. introvert) persons (Carrieretijger, accessed April 2008), but the word ‘cooperating’ is 

listed as one of the 53 competences. ‘Stress proof’ is listed as one of the 53 competences, 

but can also point to a person with low Neuroticism. Writings like ‘likes to work in a fast 

changing environment’ and ‘flexible’ can point to a person that scores high on Openness. It is 

clear that there is a connection between competences and personality traits. 
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We can conclude that the job-adds do not fully describe a personality, but they point out 

which personality traits they value. However, these personality traits they do not describe in 

terms of the most common used traits (Big Five), but as indicators of these traits that are 

sometimes also known as competences. To us it seems that there is not a clear distinction 

between personality traits and competences.  

 
Cognitive capacity 

Cognitive capacity is not used as a word in the job-adds, nor is IQ. However, 10 job-ads use 

the word ‘analytical’ skills as a way to refer to cognitive capacity. However 24 out of 25 jobs-

adds connect the level of work to an educational level. In the Netherlands there has always 

been a distinction between universities for applied sciences (called ‘HBO’ in Dutch) and 

universities (called ‘WO’ in Dutch). Since the introduction of the new bachelor-master 

system, 4 years HBO leads to a bachelor degree, the same as 3 years in WO does. So far it 

is only possible to receive a master from WO-education after the fourth year. It is interesting 

to see that none of the 25 ads mentions the word ‘bachelor’ or ‘master’, even though the 

system is introduced in 2002. From the 25 job-adds we collected we can see that 14 do 

require HBO or WO level but do not mention any field of studies. 5 of the 25 job-ads require 

a ‘relevant field of studies’, 3 require a ‘studies in the field of business or commercial studies’ 

and only 2 jobs-adds state a specific studies (either Business Administration or Business 

Economics). However when we look more closely to the 24 job-adds that connect to 

educational levels we can read that 10 of these adds do not actually ask for an education 

/diploma, but more a level of thinking. These ads ask for ‘HBO/WO working and thinking 

level’. To us it seems that the employers do not want to narrow down very much on 

educational background, they seem to leave a lot of room for interpretation of educational 

requirements. When we connect back to the model of van der Maesen and Schakel (1999) it 

seems that education is used more as an evaluation of cognitive capabilities than as a 

measure of competences.  

 

Motives 

Only 5 job-ads explicitly ask for a motivation in the application letter. 2 adds ask the talent if 

he or she ‘wants’ something. Both job-ads ask ‘do you want to have a job with good career 

opportunities?’ This asks for people that are career-motivated. Another 5 adds ask if the 

talent ‘searches’ something, all these 5 adds ask if the talent searches ‘good career 

opportunities’ or ‘a new challenge’.  Reading from the 25 job-adds we can conclude that it 

seems that employers are not very interested in a talent’s motivation to work at their 

company, because only 5 ask for it. Also the employers in the selected job-ads seem to 
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assume that the only motivation one can have is a job with good career opportunities. 

Personally we can think of other things like a nice atmosphere, creative input or a good 

salary as motivations to work. 

Experience 

The words ‘experience’ (14 times) and ‘work experience’ (8 times) are written many times in 

the job-add and are seen as something important. Only 7 out of 25 job-ads did not require 

some sort of experience (Add 1,4,9,13,16, 20 and 21) this is not surprising, because when 

we have a look at van der Maesen and Schakel’s (1999) framework we can see that 

experience through feedback leads to development of competences. Experience can be 

used as an estimator of competences in a certain field of work. 9 out of 25 ads connected 

‘experience’ to a time period. As we round in the literature Tesluk & Jacobs (1998) already 

argued for a more qualitative approach of evaluating experience instead of the qualitative 

approach that can be seen in measuring experience in length of time. When we have a look 

at the job adds to read qualitative aspects of experience we can see that words like 

‘management experience’ or experiences with all kind of processes are mentioned. The other 

job-ads went with asking for ‘relevant experience’ or ‘proof of experience’, more vague terms. 

 

Competences 

Only 1 job-add (number 21) mentions the word ‘competences’. This is interesting if we take 

in account that competences are widely used in education nowadays, but only referred to 

once in 25 jobs-adds. The word ‘skills’ is used more often, 7 times, but is used five times in 

combination with ‘communication’. The other 2 times it refers to ‘management skills’ and  

analytical skills’. The word ‘knowledge’ is used 10 times, from which it refers 8 times to 

specific sector knowledge, or specific software knowledge.  

 

We have tried to compare the competences list of Van den Broek (2004) with the results of 

the TextSTAT program and we can see that many of the competences (for example: 

persuading power, stress proof, motivating) are used throughout the job-adds. However, 

much of the competences are described in a more elaborated way than Van den Broek 

(2004) uses them. When we related job-add number 1 to the list of competences we found 

that we could reduce the functional requirements to 12 competences: collaborating, 

environmental sensitive, adaptability, networking skills, initiative, independence, persuading 

power, helicopter view, interpersonal sensitivity, verbal communication skills, verbal 

presentation skills and written communication skills. To give an example of how we had to 

reduce: we reduced ‘you are able to independently establish internal and external contacts 

related to our operations’ to ‘networking skills’.  
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4.2.B.  Analysis semi-structured interviews 

The semi-structured interview with the representatives of employers consisted of the 

following questions to understand how a job add comes to existence:  

 

 How do you determine the requirements (required qualities of talent) of a job? 

 How do you translate this profile into a job add?  

 How do you try to motivate talents to apply to the job add? 

 

4.2.8. Interview question 1: How do you determine the requirements (required 

qualities of talent) of a job? 
Through several interviews with recruiters all over the Netherlands the determination of the 

requirements is collected. A lots of recruiters’ use (9 out of 10) the standard procedure to 

determine the requirements, which are three parts. The first part is based upon the content of 

the activities of the function. In here the activities or tasks which the talent should fulfilled are 

combined and showed in the ‘description of function and responsibility’ in the job add.  

The second part is named ‘knowledge and abilities to fulfil the function’ which is expressed in 

he job ads in ‘description functional requirements’. The last part which is mentioned is often 

also include in the functional requirements and is experience.  

 

These steps are also collected in several books (Hellriegel; Jackson; Slocum, 2005 / Kotler; 

Wong; Saunders; Armstrong, 2005) as the standard for building up a vacancy. In the first 

step of the analyse the function researched will be done to understand the content of the job 

add. This is a logic step when an already existing function will be described. However in 

practice like recruiter 3 said ‘What a person does and should do is a world of difference’. This 

is explained in two ways: a person can do more, then is mentioned in the employment 

contract or the person is only doing the things on paper and nothing else whereby more is 

expected. As well in the first as in the second version problems can arise. Therefore, to 

predict these kinds of misunderstandings, an analyze should be done on the time the 

vacancy is fulfilled and when the same vacancy is open for new talent.  

 

 However the content of the activities of the function is quite general. Knowledge and abilities 

in different functions require different competences, which we accept as standard in our mind 

in a way as sensemaking.  A salesman is often connected towards the competence of 

commutative skill. Maybe therefore you can describe several competences as a cue for a 
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specific function. ‘Cues are simple, familiar structures that are seeds from which people 

develop a larger sense of what may be occurring ‘(Weick, 1995, pp.50). 

The larger sense will be noticed in the interpretation of the vacancy by the talent and through 

the presentation of the company also through the vacancy.  

 

In the last step which is determined by the several interviews with recruiters from the 

Netherlands, experience is mentioned. This, experience, is kind of vague definition is the 

sense of measuring. Often it is more clarified by describing what kind of experience but most 

of the time talent still mention this as vague. However hr-managers (employer number 2 and 

6) describe experience as difficult. Some people are faster or quicker to adapt several 

management styles and other people need more time (employer number 7). By putting a 

number of years are mostly done to describe a specific picture. By telling that there must 

been at least eight years of management experience; hr-managers are looking for an ‘older’ 

person. However connecting this to sensemaking, again is depends which person is looking 

at the activities and connect those to several competences and also experiences. Moreover 

experience is used to create a save area whereby only a select group is attracted to in the 

sense of action (answer by sending the motivation letter and resume).  

 

Conclusion 

The aspect which is highlighted through the several interviews is sensemaking, sensemaking 

of the activities, profile, competences etc. This means that is must more important what kind 

of person is hired for the hr-department, because that will determined the kind of talents and 

clarification of the activities will showed. Also the hr-manager is presenting the company and 

the kind of talents which are ‘fitting’ towards this organization. But maybe even more 

important, the sifting is also done by this person, but this later on. To summarize the 

worldview, sensemaking is done in the first part. So therefore it is important in our opinion to 

have several people on the same function to highlight what is necessary, preferring different 

kind of persons. Like showed in figure 4.2.1 often a function attracts several ‘standard’ 

competences/skills, standard in the sense of the profile is already set up.  
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Figure 4.2.1 : Drs. L.C.A.H. van den Broek, Gids voor Personeelsmanagement 

 

4.2.9. Interview question 2: How do you translate this profile into a job add?  

To describe the profile is often described as the most difficult part of set up a vacancy. The 

profile is related towards the view which the hr-manager has of the world according towards 

H.P. Blavatsky. What is necessary to put in the vacancy is related to the cues the hr-

manager noticed, sense making.  

 

4.2.10. Interview question 3: How do you try to motivate talents to apply to the 

job add? 
Most of the recruiters answered that it depends first of all at the company, specially the 

image of the company. It gives a name and has already formed a picture in the head of the 

talents, which saves words to describe what kind of company the future employer will look 

like. Also trends are followed.  

 

Trends according to Student magazines as SUM & SUMStart where ‘what do you want as a 

talent’ is described, but also in HR magazines as HRmagazine, Connect, HRpraktijk and 

other rewarded HR magazines showing the following trends (by SUMStart, 2008): 

- Balance between work and free time 

- Extra secondarily conditions (lease car, mobile phone, laptop etc) 

Level Dominant skills 

Manager/strategist 
Vision, entrepreneurship, network oriented, guts, 

dynamic, persistence, helicopter quality, reality interest, 

self-confident 

Manager 
Leading capability, environment interest, 

persuasiveness, determined, initiative, organization 

conscious and result oriented  

Project leader 
Coach, organize, control, correct, delegate, develop and 

negotiate 

Professional  
Ca 

Ability of cooperate, creative, conceptual thinking, sense 

of responsibility and analytical capability. 
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- Better conditions towards the family (day care, option to have holidays together with 

the children, adaption to school times etc). 

- Options to keep oneself up-to-date, opportunities to develop your self (better job, 

possibilities to study/learn) 

So by following the ‘trends’, adopt and offer, (in this case 8 out of 8), employers try to 

motivate their talents to apply on the job add.  

 

Conclusion 

Attract talents is done by giving a description as clear as possible: what is asked, what is 

expected of the job, and what kind of company the organization is. The reason for this is that 

the ‘right’ talents will be attracted. However we like to point out that besides the image a 

description the other side of the vacancy the conditions (salary and opportunities) are 

counting also by attracting talents. However this should never be the first reaction, since for 

example money can not compensate everything. The talent should fit in the organization by 

the attitude which is showed even as other aspects which are rewarded as important and in 

line with the organization’s objectives.   

  

4.2.C. Conclusion 
 
In the analyze above we tried to find an answer to the first research question:  
 

How does an employer communicate required qualities and an image of the job and 
organization towards the talent? 

 
The most direct linked answer towards this question is the required and image of the job and 

organization are communicated towards the talent with a job-add. However the answer is not 

that easy when the way of creating a vacancy. The qualities which are communicated are 

done first of all through research based on the job the talent should fulfill. The qualities are 

divers when we look at the several answer recruiters highlight when the same job is 

discussed. Employers rate it as difficult, not so much to set up a profile but more to find the 

right channel. The qualities are more and more communicated through competences 

whereby the job is described. The image of the job is moreover related towards the culture of 

the organization. A short example is the same job but different titles are given towards the 

job. For example a job whereby the talent is working for the boss as a kind of personal 

assistant. Some employers are calling this job ‘secretary’ whereby others prefer the term 

‘office manager’. Practically the tasks are the same, however the way of the explaining the 

same job describes the image of the job. Therefore the culture of the organization is related 

towards the image of the job. Which brings us to the last point in this question, ‘how to 
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communicate the organization towards the talent?’. This aspect is more and more stated as 

the most important one, especially in our research through the aim of researching the 

matching process, since the DNA of the organization is in this area described. The 

description is often described through pointing out the aspects which are most closely to the 

environment and the kind of people which the organization likes to attract. One recruiter even 

said that through a broad description of the culture of the organization more talents was 

interested even those which didn’t fit the profile which the organization had in mind as a 

talent.  

 

The answer can be given in a small sentence which will answer the question, like stated in 

the first sentence of the conclusion of research question 1 the way of getting there is much 

harder to describe due to the fact that the talents which organizations searching for are not 

marked anywhere.  

 
4.3.Research question 2: How does a talent evaluate the required qualities 

communicated by the employer? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3.1: Research question B within the research overview. 

 
The second research question consists of only one part being a semi-structured interview 

with the talents. 

 
4.3.A. Analysis semi-structured interviews with experiment 
 
We have given talents the opportunity to choose one of the two job-adds (see appendix A) 

that interested them the most. Job add 1 was chosen by talents 1,2 and 6, job add 2 was 

chosen by talents 3, 4 and 5. 
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The semi-structured interview with the talents consisted of the following questions: 

 Can you describe your first thoughts about this job add? 

 Which requirements do you count as most important? 

 Do you think the requirements are realistic? 

 What do you miss in this add, which is important for you to be convinced to apply to 

this job add? 

 How would you like to have requirements stated in a job add? 

 

4.3.1 Interview question 1: Can you describe your first thoughts about this job add? 
 

Add 1 

Talent 1 finds that the job-add asks for a lot of responsibility. She also thinks the company is 

big and hierarchical and she does not really like this. She doubts if the company is as 

informal as the add is written. Talent 2 finds that the add contains a lot of difficult words, that 

are not very clear.: ‘after a while things are explained more clearly, but at the start of the add 

they use a lot of difficult words.’ Talent 6 thinks that the job-add is not clear, especially in the 

specification of the ‘experience’, he thinks the quality of the job-add is low. 

 

Add 2 

Talent 3 finds the add to be very positive about its own company using words like ‘fascinating 

new company’. He wonders if the company does not overestimate its own abilities and might 

lose credibility by doing so. Talent 4 finds it a lot of text, but does not get to the point. She 

finds that it is hard to find the exact function: ‘Consultant is a very broad function, but I am 

very sure you will have a certain responsibility in a certain field, but I cannot find this in the 

add’. Talent 5 found the article to be ‘personal’ by addressing in an informal way, she found 

that the word ‘responsibility’ to be used often. 

 

As one can see the way talents make sense of a job add differ a lot from one person to 

another. The talents clearly point out different aspects of the add that catch their attention. 

It’s interesting to see that 5 out of 6 talents tend to point out negative thoughts about the job-

add, even though the research question does not necessarily asks for negative comments. 

 

4.3.2. Interview question 2: Which requirements do you count as most important? 

Add 1 

Talent 1 thinks that negotiation skills are most important, followed by communication skills 

and team player skills. She does not think education is important: ‘The add asks for a HBO-
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level of thinking, this leaves room for people that do not have this degree, but think they have 

the capacity to do the job.’ She thinks work experience matters more than education. 

 

Talent 2 thinks communication skills and negotiation skills are most important for this job. He 

thinks that all requirements are important, he does not consider any of them as unimportant. 

 

Talent 6 says that he struggles a lot with the requirement and cannot pick the most important 

ones. He especially struggles with the clarity of concepts as ‘work and thinking level’ and 

‘relevant experience’. 

 

Add2 

Talent 3 thinks that a broad experience in several sectors is the most important requirement. 

Talent 4 thinks that work experience is the most important requirement. She also finds it very 

interesting that they require a lot of work experience even though they are a new company 

themselves. Talent 5 thinks that education is the most important requirement. She also thinks 

that the expectations the employer has about the task to perform are an important 

requirement. 

 

Also with this question we can see a lot of different ways of making sense, but also some 

similarities, such as the agreement on the importance of negotiation skills in the first job add 

and agreement of the importance of experience in add 2.  

 

4.3.3. Interview question 3: Do you think the requirements are realistic? 
Add 1 

Talent 1 thinks they ask for a lot of requirements, from which some are very specific such as 

knowledge of air transport and logistics. Besides the needed specific knowledge, she thinks 

the requirements are realistic. Talent 2 thinks it is a realistic profile, but the person has to 

have a certain affinity with external analyses, which will reduce the number of applicants. 

Other than that he thinks it states very general requirements that most people can apply for. 

Talent 6 thinks the requirements are too vague and therefore not realistic ones. 

 

Add 2 

Talent 3 thinks the requirements are realistic, but thinks that the requirements for experience 

might put a lot of people off. He says that he thinks the experience they ask consists of a lot 

of different sectors and different positions. He concludes that this is not a job-add that is 

likely to attract a lot of recently graduated students. Talent 4 thinks the requirements are 
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realistic, besides the amount of work experience they asks for a starting job. She doubts if it 

is realistic for a starting company to ask for so much experience. However, she will still react 

to the job-add even if she thinks she does not have enough experience. Talent 5 thinks the 

requirements are realistic. 

 

Even though there is a lot of different sensemaking when it comes to the importance of 

certain requirements, in general all the talents seem to agree that the requirements are 

realistic, although 2 talents agree that the amount of required experience is quite high.  

 
4.3.4. Interview question 4: What do you miss in this add, which is important for you to 

be convinced to apply to this job add? 
Add 1 

Talent 1 misses a description of the company climate; she misses information about the 

structure and the level of informality.  Talent 2 misses the size of the company in the add. He 

would like to know if the company is big or small, because he thinks it is an important 

measure for the company climate: ‘In a big company you do not know most of the people, 

and you will have to like this kind of climate.’ Talent 6 tells that he would not apply to this job 

because the job-add lacks clarity about the required profile. He wants to have a very clear 

view of required experience and knowledge. This is what he misses in the job-add. 

 

Add 2 

Talent 3 would like to have more clarity about the kind of projects they run. He thinks that 

‘projects cover several environments, several systems and several business processes’ is a 

very vague description of the kind of expected projects. He thinks some examples of projects 

or some examples of companies this consultancy firm works for would be useful. 

Talent 4 misses information about career development opportunities. 

Talent 5 does not miss anything. 

 

From the reactions to the first job-add we can see that talents seem to value information 

about the company that tell something about the atmosphere, such as size of the company. 

This is in line with the talent that wants to see what kind of career opportunities they offer. 

Also the request of talent 3 seems to ask for more information about the company itself.  

It seems that all talents miss things about what an employer offers and not about what they 

request of the talent. 
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4.3.5. Interview question 5: How would you like to have requirements stated in a job 

add? 
 

Add 1 

Talent 1 finds the requirements stated quite well. She finds that they explain the 

requirements quite well: ‘Instead of giving a list of requirements they put the requirements in 

sentences, which makes it easier to understand.’ Talent 2 finds the requirements stated well. 

However he finds that a requirement as good communication skills is quite broad, but not 

problematic. Talent 6 wants to have clear requirements concerning function, rewards and 

required profile. He thinks job-add 1 lacks in all of these. 

 

Add 2 

Talent 3 wants to have a clear structure in the requirements. He does not like to have to read 

the requirements between the lines. Talent 4 want requirements to be stated in short lists. 

She thinks the explanation in job-add 2 is too much and could be much shorter. 

Talent 5 wants requirements to be stated in competences, she thinks this is a more task 

oriented way of writing down requirements: ‘I think the way requirements are formulated in 

this add can be explained very broad. This also leads to a problem that it is hard for a talent 

to prepare for the first meeting, because he does not really know what competences are 

important for this specific job and cannot relate his or her weaknesses to these 

competences.’ 

 

We can see that talents differ in the opinion on how they want the requirements stated, 

however, they all agree that they need to be clear. One likes to have a clear shortlist of 

requirements, while another talent likes to have requirements stated in full sentences. 

However, all of the talents fail to give a good explanation of what ‘clear’ means. 

 

4.3.B. Conclusion 

None of the talents think that the profile describe some sort of ‘superman’, but think the 

requirements are quite realistic. Even though we only used a small number of talents, the 

way talents make sense of a job add and requirements differ a lot. The talents have different 

first impressions about the two job-adds we used and also extracted different important 

requirements. It seems that talents very much appreciate information about the company and 

what it has to offer to them, such as information about career perspective and the 

atmosphere in the company. All talents have different opinions about how they like to have 
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requirements stated. Even though all talents seem to make sense of a job-add in different 

ways, 5 out of 6 find the requirements (quite) realistic. 

 

When we analyze deeper what talents are looking for is some fulfilment of their dreams. 

Dreams in the sense where they believe in and where what they are capable of doing. On 

the other hand the difference answers have also to do with the requirements or conditions 

talents like to see back in the culture of the organization. We notice that the DNA of an 

organization attracts similar DNA of an talent. Even since the answer where given in many 

different ways and points, our aim was not to find an general answer. However this research 

question gave an better understanding that talents search for different requirements in 

organizations. Which therefore is a challenge for organizations to adapt.  

 
 
4.4. Research question 3: How does a talent evaluate the required qualities in terms of 

his or her own qualities? 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4.4.1.: Research question C within the research overview. 

The third research question consists of two different analyses. The first analysis is a text 

analysis of talents’ applications. The second analysis a semi-structured interview with talents.  
 
4.4.A. Analysis applications 

As it is very common in the Netherlands (and as we believe most countries) to submit not 

only an application letter but also a resume, we received resumes from all talents. A resume 

is often also referred to as ‘curriculum vitae’ which is Latin for ‘run-through of life’.  

 

4.4.1. Application letter 

The application letters we analyzed do have a quite similar structure. The letters usually start 

with a reference to the function they apply to. In the second part the talent introduces his or 
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her name and what the talent does at the moment (most talents were still studying at that 

moment). The third part usually is a motivation for applying to the specific job or at the 

specific company. In the fourth and last part the talent tries to describe his or her qualities. 

The application letters we analyzed all contain self-promotional matters. We will give some 

examples. Talent 1 states: ‘I am desperate to learn and I learn fast. I am stress proof, 

assertive, goal oriented, precise and creative’. Talent 4 states: ‘I am able to work in a 

dynamic environment and am a flexible person’.  

 

It is obvious that all talents state that they ‘love to learn’. When we try to connect to Van der 

Maesen and Schakel’s (1999) framework we can see an interesting thing. All talents use the 

word ‘am’ a lot more than the word ‘can’ which assumes a more stable quality. To us it 

seems that talents see a lot of their qualities as first level characteristics rather than as 

competences (skill & knowledge). Only one talent state that these qualities are described by 

other persons: ‘I am described by ex-team members as caring and a nice person to work 

with’. Other talents try to prove it by mentioning a specific experience and sometimes 

describing the process in this specific experience as a proof for their quality. Talent 2: ‘To be 

able to work at […..] it is important to be able to act customer friendly, have a high level of 

concentration, and be very secure’. 

 

All talents use the application letter mostly to motivate their choice for the specific company 

they apply for. Talent 5 writes: ‘My biggest reason is the connection between my studies and 

the trainings […] offers’. Talent 1 writes: ‘I would like to work at […] because I think this 

company has a lot to offer, also in terms of career perspectives.’ 

 

We can see two big differences between the application letter and the resume (see analysis 

resume below). The first difference is that all applicants only use the application letter to 

explicitly state their qualities and do not explicitly state these in the resume. The other 

difference is that talents only use the application letter for describing their motivation and not 

the resume. Even though some of the motivation of talents seems to be a broader motivation 

than only for working at this specific company. For example the example we used earlier 

(talent 1): ‘I would like to work at […] because I think this company has a lot to offer, also in 

terms of career perspectives’, seems to point out that this person is motivated by a career 

perspective. This could also be put in the resume under ‘objective’, but only one talent uses 

objectives in the resume. 

 

4.4.2. Resume 
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Talent 4 uses her resume just to summarize her personal information (birthday, gender, etc.), 

education, job experience, extra experiences and other information (driving license, sports, 

hobbies, computer skills). Talent 4 does not write down any judgements about her 

personality, cognitive capacity or judgements. She does explicitly state that she has 

developed certain competences, except for computer skills. Implicitly she seems to want to 

show her competences through what diplomas she has, what kind of work experience 

(qualitative as well as quantitative) and what kind of other experiences.  

 

Talent 2 states his personal information, work experience, education, computer skills and 

other information (interests, hobbies, driving license). At the very bottom he describes 

himself in a couple of sentences: ‘I am used to hard work and do not mind working overtime. 

I am motivated in my education. I easily feel connected to a company. I do not mind 

travelling.’ Compared to most other talents it is interesting to see this talent places education 

after work experience, even though the work is not very much related to his education. This 

talent clearly seems to want to state that he is a hardworking person (a.o.t. lazy student). 

Talent 1 starts with personal information, education second, work experience third, interests 

and hobbies fourth and finishes with ‘other skills’ Interesting from this resume is that she is 

the only one that writes down the subjects per education. She uses a table with different 

education, and under this table she gives an overview of all the subjects / courses. Talent 1 

separates ‘hobbies and interests’ from ‘other skills’. Under other skills she states her 

knowledge of languages, driving license and computer skills. Talent 1 is the only talent to 

state the amount of hours of work a week she worked.  

 

Talent 5 puts her working experience on front of her education just like talent 2 and 6 do. 

Talent 5 is the only talent that has put an objective in her resume. This is in her case 

‘finishing studies in 2009’ since it is an application for an internship. Talent 5 separates her 

paid jobs from ‘activities’, which contains several voluntarily  project jobs. 

Talent 6 puts his job experience before education, like talent 2 and 5 do.  He is the only 

talent that describes the tasks he has done at a particular job. For example in an electronics 

shop he worked he stated two responsibilities: ‘helping with rebuilding and moving the 

company’ and ‘simple technical activities and reparations’. Talent 6 is the only person that 

put 3 references in his resume.  

 

We can see that resumes of the talents overall are arranged roughly with the following 

headlines: 

- Personal Information (name, address, gender, date of birth, nationality, etc.) 
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- Work experience  

- Education  

- Other skills (computer skills, driving license, certificates) 

- Hobbies & Interests 

 

When we compare the resumes with the framework of van der Maesen & Schakel (1999) we 

can see some things. There is almost nothing written about first level characteristics. Only 2 

talents tried to connect a little bit to first level characteristics. Talent 2 mentioned he is a 

hardworking, flexible and motivated person. We can see this as an effort to describe his 

personality. Talent 5 stated an objective that can be seen as a motive, also a first level 

characteristic. None of the talents stated second level characteristics: competences in the 

resume at all, except for computer skills and language skills.  

 

Work experience, education and hobbies and interests all point at experiences. However, 

when it comes to this experience most of the talents do only write down the task very 

narrowly. Only one talent (talent 6) describes the tasks he has to do more thoroughly. The 

description of function or task does not say anything about the process (the actual use of the 

talent’s competences within this job), the product (result) or the way the talent handles 

feedback. There is only one talent (talent 6) that offers an opportunity to get insight in his 

process and product by giving references that the employer can contact. The same goes for 

education and hobbies and interests. None of the talents give insight in the process or results 

of education or hobbies and interests.  

 

4.4.B. Analysis semi-structured interviews 

The semi-structured interview with the talents consisted of the following questions: 

 How have you judged yourself concerning the qualities you stated in your application 

letter? 

 Do you have any data to back up the qualities you stated? 

 Do you have any idea about how to quantify your abilities? 

 Do you think it would be a pro if you have quantified information about your abilities? 

 Would you say the application letter is a fair expression of your true talent? 

 How do you think an employer evaluates your qualities you put in your application 

letter? 

 How do you think your letter is distinct from other talent’s letters? 
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4.4.3. Interview question 1: How have you judged yourself concerning the qualities 

you stated in your application letter? 
Talent 1 says she looked what requirements the employers asked for. She described these 

qualities with examples from her own life. She also wrote that she is eager to learn, to show 

that she is able to develop herself. Talent 2 says he extracted his qualities from his work 

experience and educational experience. Talent 3 says he has written some qualities he 

knows employers want to hear such as ‘eager to learn’ and ‘motivated’. However he also 

says he did not write down qualities he knows he does not possess: ‘It’s not lying, just 

exaggerating’. Talent 5 says she judges herself in a realistic way: ‘When I do not yet have a 

certain ability I will tell that I am eager and able to learn this’. Talent 6 says he will write an 

honest application letter, but he will write it towards the requirements stated in the job-add. 

He will then concentrate on these requirements in his application.  

 
4.4.4. Interview question 2: Do you have any data to back up the qualities you 

stated? 
Talent 1 wrote her letter very carefully to show that she is very precise (quality). She says 

she also backed qualities up by giving examples from projects in university. 

Talent 2 tells that he can use the competences stated for his education as data to back up 

qualities: ‘communication skills were one of the competences in my education and since I 

have a diploma it means I possess this quality’. Talent 3 says he can back the qualities up if 

he will go searching for it. He mentions marks for different subjects, feedback from peers and 

teachers, and references. Talent 4 tells she uses projects in university to back up these 

qualities. Talent 5 says she will always add references and diploma’s when asked for. She 

says this is her way to back up her qualities. Talent 6 relates to ‘experience’ to back up his 

qualities, but says: ‘I don’t think I have done any relevant projects as a student to back up 

these qualities’.  

 

4.4.5. Interview question 3: Do you have any idea about how to quantify your 

abilities? 
Talent 1 thinks the only way to quantify abilities is by giving examples. She thinks the more 

experience you have the more examples you can give. Talent 3 says that he thinks that the 

best way to quantify abilities is to let other people judge you; however this is still not very 

objective. He thinks that it is possible to measure some abilities, such as IQ and language 

skills, but he thinks it is not practical since people develop themselves over time. Talent 4 

tells that her university works with all kind of assessment and if you have a sufficient mark for 
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these assessments it proves you possess certain competences connected to theses 

assessment. Talent 6 thinks that (written) references are the best way to quantify abilities. 

 
4.4.6. Interview question 4: Do you think it would be a pré if you have quantified 

information about your abilities? 
Talent 1 thinks it can be useful to compare between different applicants, but she also thinks it 

is easy to manipulate different tests. Talent 2 thinks it is positive to have this, because he 

thinks many talents forget a lot of their qualities, having data about it will make it easier to 

remember what you’re good at. Talent 3 thinks that quantified information is not really 

necessary: ‘It’s more important to give examples of experiences that are likely to show 

certain ability’. Talent 5 thinks data will make sure you will be trusted better. Talent 6 thinks 

that trust is very important in the matching process, so an employer should try to believe 

what a talent writes in an application. However he also thinks that it is important that an 

employer has an opportunity to check if the talent really possesses the qualities he or she 

states to have. 

 

4.4.7. Interview question 5: Would you say the application letter is a fair 

expression of your true talent? 
Talent 1 thinks it is a very fair expression, looking back at it: ‘I used this one a year ago and I 

can see that I really possess these qualities’. However she also says that at the moment she 

wrote the letter, she wrote down the qualities that were stated in the job-add. 

Talent 2 says it is a fair expression and maybe evens a bit too modest. Talent 3 says it is a 

fair expression of him, but directed to the job he applied for. So some skills are highlighted a 

bit more, and some skills that are not required are put more to the background. Talent 4 says 

she thinks it is a fair expression, even though she thinks it is hard to know if you are really 

good in something. Talent 5 says it is not a fair expression, but it has some truth in it. 

Talent 6 says that his letter is a fair expression, but doubts if everyone is fair when writing 

one.  

 

4.4.8. Interview question 6: How do you think an employer evaluates your 

qualities you put in your application letter? 
Talent 1 thinks that an employer looks mostly at how they think a person fits in their 

organisational culture and how much a talent has thought about the fit between him or her 

and the company he or she applies at. Talent 2 thinks that an employer looks mostly at a 

talent’s past. Talent 3 thinks an employer will look if a talent fulfils the basic requirements and 

after that it is just a guts feeling. Talent 4 thinks an employer looks at experience mostly and 
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secondly at the enthusiasm that they can read in a letter. Talent 6 is sure that an employer 

thinks that all stated qualities are (a bit) exaggerated and will try to read between the lines.  

 

 
4.4.9. Interview question 7: How do you think your letter is distinct from other 

talent’s letters? 
Talent 1 thinks that her motivation distinguishes her letter from other talent’s letters, not the 

qualities she stated. She thinks the qualities will only be looked at the first meeting. 

Talent 2 thinks that his strange work and educational career will catch an employer’s 

selection. Talent 3 said he made his letter very personal by writing his goals and wishes in 

the application letter, and not just offering his abilities. Talent 4 tried to make her letter 

distinct by telling about an award she won with a project she did in university and tried to 

write an enthusiastic letter. Talent 6 does have a special way to distinguish his letter from 

other talents.  

 

4.4.C. Conclusion 

We can conclude all application letters we received consisted of a letter and resume. In the 

letter the most important matters are a reference to the job a talent applies for, a short 

description of the talent, a talent’s motivation to work at a certain job and last but not least 

the qualities a talent has.  The resume is basically a description of experience and more 

particularly only a description of the tasks of this experience. Of course this is what ‘run-

though of life’ might assume, but these resumes are a run-though of life without explicitly 

showing any learning of life. We can look at the resume as a list of experiences from which 

an employer could extract a talent’s qualities. Some of these qualities are explicitly stated by 

the talent in the application letter, but a lot of qualities are not explicitly stated and need to be 

‘guessed’ by the employer by analysing the experience stated in the resume. 

The answers to the questions of the semi-structured interview are quite different from talent 

to talent. It seems that talents write down qualities that they know the employer wants to 

know. This is not surprising. However, what is more surprising connecting to this, on the 

other hand do most of the talents regard the qualities they stated in the letter as a fair 

expression of themselves. Almost all talents refer to work or educational experience to back 

up their qualities. This is in line with the framework of Van de Maesen and Schakel (1999) 

that says that competences develop through experience and feedback. A couple of talents 

also refer to ‘references’ that is the people that have given them feedback during their 

experiences, such as former employers or teachers. A couple of talents tell that their 

education relates to certain competences (competence-based education). This means that a 
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certain diploma should shows that a talent possesses certain competences. On the other 

hand do most talents think that employers look more at other things in an application letter 

than a talent’s qualities, such as motivation or past experience. This also explains that talents 

try to distinguish their letters not by focusing on their qualities, but by other things such as 

motivation, interests and personal goals. To us it seems clear that talents make sense of 

themselves in different ways. 

 
 
4.5 Research question 4: How does an employer evaluate the qualities put forward by 

the talent? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4.5.1.: Research question D within the research overview. 

The third research question consists of two different analyses. The first analysis is a semi-

structured interview with representatives of employers. The second analysis is a semi-

structured interview with experiment with representatives of employers. 
 

4.5.A. Analysis semi-structured interviews 

The semi-structured interview with the representatives of employers consisted of the 

following questions: 

 

 What are the most important aspects you judge an application on? 

 Which qualities do you consider most important? 

 Do you categorize in different sorts of qualities? 

 How do you evaluate an applicant’s qualities from an application letter? 

 How do you think applicants evaluate their own abilities? 

 Do you think the ‘right’ persons are usually selected during the initial screening, from 

your own point of view? 
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 If you would have full power to come up with another method for initial screening, 

what would you change and why?  

 
4.5.1. Interview question 1: What are the most important aspects you judge an 

application on? 
Through a small interview besides the other selected employers, several recruiters where 

ask on an event, which was there to select and attract new talents, to answer this question. 

The reason for asking more employers/recruiters compared with the number of talents was 

through the fact that the answer was not yet satisfying enough. 

When recruiters/employers answered this question was mostly answered by not-done things. 

Things a recruiter don’t like to see in an application letter. Like incorrect writing is mostly 

seen as a not done. The same counts for a standard letter not specified towards the 

organization which the talent sends the application to. Other ‘lay-out’ not-done aspect where 

for example unexplained gaps in the CV or other parts which where not discussed but still 

where asking for further information.   

 

However aspects which showing a positive development of the talent are rated as extremely 

positive.  The development is often search for through other activities besides the school 

programme like active participation in a student organization or by creating more work 

experience. Through discussion, the ideal business talent where described in competences 

by combining all the interviews, namely somebody which is communication skilled, driven, 

enthusiastic, motivated, wants to learn and is capable of looking at themselves. But maybe 

more important knows what they want to achieve, is active attitude. Through mentioning this 

profile which is given through recruiters, is describing like said before the ‘perfect talent’. 

However the perfect talent does not exist, everybody has aspect to develop. However 

several aspect of that perfect talent should be found back in the application. The activities 

are rated through the recruiter as important or non-important. Ones in an interview a recruiter 

notices my, Roselique, interest for surfing, which was rated as a extra positive result since 

the recruiter was also interested in that same sport.  

 

Some recruiters find ‘driven’ the most important aspect, so sport or other activities which can 

argue that point, will mentioned as important, and maybe therefore counted as ‘potential 

talent in this organization’.  

 

4.5.2. Interview question 2: Which qualities do you consider most important? 
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If you can define is as a quality or not is for this moment not important, however passion is 

the most important quality which the recruiter 1, 4, 5 and 6 count as most important. That the 

talent wants to work their and makes a case of why this vacancy is suitable for the talent. 

Other recruiters/employers count a positive and broad world-view as important as quality to 

judge an application on.  

 

The answers were different, and are mostly point out ‘it depends on the vacancy’. Another 

quality which was mentioned ones, but is worth mentioning, is creative. Creative in a way of 

remember worthy between all the applications which are send in.  

 

Even some employers mentioned sport, or experience abroad as important aspects. 

However 4 out of 8 employers thought the education together with extra opportunities which 

the talent taking hold on are the most important aspects. Employer 1 even said based upon a 

commercial which is playing in the Netherlands about an offer to call five friends for less 

money. The main character starts with the sentence ‘what makes Bella my best friend?’ The 

answer is a small description of what is so unique about Bella and why she is the friend of 

the main character. Employer 1 ended by saying, ‘it is the total picture which is counting, 

however some qualities or experience express better the kind of person which we are looking 

for as an organization’. Or like employer 7 mentioned about the CV ‘it’s about how you are, 

with a small golden rim.  

 

Conclusion  

A lot of times in articles about ‘how to write an application letter’ the are mentioned so many 

aspects or experience which count high or must be added that in our opinion the main 

reason of writing an application letter is in a way forgotten. Some qualities are more 

important then others in some ways like for example if a talent can cook wonderful it will tell 

something about the person. It could mean that the talent enjoys life, and also food, maybe a 

positive attitude in life etc. However when the vacancy is about a senior consultancy in large 

company specialised in hr-problems, the quality which is mentioned is in the first place not 

related towards the vacancy, however it is about showing the picture that should be 

highlighted, and is the talent which loves to cook actually the person which the employer is 

looking for, not as main aspect to select upon, but as the aspect which is personal selection 

based upon the person attitudes which fits in the organization.  

 

On the other hand some aspects are more important then others. The division here is made 

based upon the vacancy where several aspects are selected as most important, or 
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necessary in the activities the talent should be capable of doing when the activities of the job 

are expressed. Those aspects should be lighting up in the application, which can be done in 

education, work experience or other ways to express that the talent is the right person for 

that job. So to put in other words, in the first place the application should remain the 

competences which are point out as important by the hr-manager in several ways. Second 

which is important is to give an overview of talent, what kind of person the talent is and 

capable of doing, so that the right picture will be created and discussion will be avoid. This 

last aspect, to be the person for this job, can be done on different ways by mentioning 

hobbies, work experience, or other activities that are followed.  

 

4.5.3. Interview question 3: Do you categorize in different sorts of qualities? 

“Different activities in a job require different kind of qualities” – recruiter 1.  

Some of the reactions towards this question where ‘of course’ or ‘indeed’. Even one 

employer compared the ‘matrix of time management’ with this question. Where important vs. 

time is described. Again different people are coding almost every task different. However to 

come back on the different sorts of qualities, this is mostly done in an unconscious way. 

Through reading the interpretation and thereby the different sorts are ordered. The division 

was mostly divided in: 

- Professional (capable of doing the job) 

- Personal (fitting in the organization) 

Between those two aspects there was not a major difference in importance but there is a 

division by 5 out of 8 employers. From those 5, only one added environment by this division. 

Environment in the sense of, with whom do you spend your time with, students or other 

working talents? What makes you different then others, and by adding environment this is 

done maybe better. 

 

Conclusion 

The division of qualities is based upon professional and personal. Professional qualities are 

related in capable of doing the job, personal of fitting in the organization etc. The first look will 

be done towards the professional qualities whereby education and experience playing a role. 

However the personal qualities count also as rewarded. The division in here can not be 

expressed in numbers, since every employer rates different. It also depends upon the 

number of application that is received. When the number is 20, the sifting will take place 

more in balance. When the application number is 2000, the sifting is rough since not every 

application will be checked in detail.  
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We like to point out that every person, and thereby every employer has something what is 

‘not-done’. Some qualities as an excellent written letter is reason for looking extra into this 

application, mistakes in spelling can be a not-done which can result into the answer of ‘not 

treat further’.  

 

4.5.4. Interview question 4: How do you evaluate an applicant’s qualities from 

an application letter? 
The qualities of an applicant are in the first place done by reading. Reading in the sense of 

are there any contradictions which can argue against the quality of the applicant or sounds it 

as the truth. A lot of employers admitted that it is a hard task to do; evaluate application 

letters.  

Like mentioned before, employers have to deal also with targets which are mostly related 

towards money and time. One way to save time and money is by being more efficient. This 

effectiveness is often done in selecting the ‘right’ professional skills.  

 

Receiving of the application is often rated as one action. However in reality this is done in 

several parts. The first time it is often done on really tight when the number of applications is 

high. With the one that pass, the second round will continue. Are they capable of doing, are 

there any contradictions etc.  

 

The evaluate will take place through the rough division which was mentioned by the question 

before, where professional and personal are described. Every aspect which can contribute 

towards a better perspective will be used. Employer 8 said, ‘we, the hr-managers, look for 

proof for the things that are written. We use every part of the two letters, (application letter 

and CV) to evaluate the qualities’.  

 

Conclusion 

The employers which were interviewed admit that is difficult to evaluate the qualities. Since 

the material is often not books full. The only material which is there are the letter, CV and 

maybe some references which can be asked. Evaluation is in the initial meeting in the first 

part done (when the number of applications is high) in a rational way. Do you match the 

criteria’s yes or no? The second round, still in the initial meeting, is regarding the personal 

qualities.  How the evaluation is done, is often described as feeling and knowledge. 

Knowledge when an education is expressed, feeling towards the whole setting. 
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4.5.5. Interview question 5: How do you think applicants evaluate their own 

abilities? 
 Like difference in employers, there is also a variety in talents. Some elaborate practically 

everything and others are shyer. 

“The labour market is changed, but the competition remained’ – recruiter 8. Until the 90’s, 

maybe even the 20th century there was more talents then jobs. You had to differentiated 

yourself in the attitude and in the marketing campaign of the talent them self. Even lying was 

done. Nowadays the rise of a new trend is coming from to less work to an overflow of work, 

but now to less talent.  The ideal situation in our opinion is when there is the perception that 

everybody is a talent, at the right place and moment. However the match should be found.  

Recruiter 1 mentioned that the abilities are most near to the truth when somebody is really 

positive about something. When that reality is found back, the employer 1 said ‘then it is the 

closest towards the truth’. 

 
4.5.6. Interview question 6: Do you think the ‘right’ persons are usually selected 

during the initial screening, from your own point of view? 

The answer was yes. Based upon the environment, goals, target which are still playing and 

the way the applications are judged the right talents are found. Every organization is looking 

for talent, the best talent for their organization, and since there are more aspects which are 

playing, more shareholders, through the initial meeting this is the best way. 

 

4.5.7. Interview question 7: If you would have full power to come up with 

another method for initial screening, what would you change and why? 
And then it was still. Every employer which was interviewed was for a moment still at this 

question. However the answers where often related towards the issue of money and time 

exact those which are often related into the goals of the organization. The answers that 

where given are following talents during their school period so that they could really know the 

person. Some want to raise their own department at school or other creative ideas. However 

this could be summarized in the way of having more information and knowing the person.  

 

 4.5.B. Analysis semi-structured interviews with experiment 

The semi-structured interview with experiment with the representatives of employers 

consisted of the following questions: 

 

 Which of the three applications would you consider the best and please elaborate 

why? 
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 Can you give one weak and one strong point of each application? 

 
4.5.8. Interview question 8: Which of the three applications would you consider 
the best and please elaborate why? 

For this question we counted and summarized the answers to give you as a reader a better 

perspective of the results.  

 

Application 1 

This application is written for an internship at a vacation resort so called Center Parcs. The 

author wish to gather more experience on the area of Facility Management where already 

knowledge is created through another internship.  

 

Most of the recruiters called the construction of this motivation letter correct. A short 

introduction, whereby an explanation of the talent and the motivation, why this talent should 

be hired, is given. It was quite clear that could represent a standard motivation letter. 

However the argumentation which is used to express the reason why this internship is such a 

‘big change and challenge’ is not described. Furthermore this statement is not referred to or 

summarized which creates therefore a gap. Moreover argues which are described didn’t 

gave some of the recruiters the feeling that it gave an extra dimension towards this 

motivation letter. For example the nomination of the Award, which is a big thing to be 

nominated for however the argumentation of the talent does not give the feeling that, is so 

important.  

The last part is build up quite well; however the recommendation was to refer more to the 

resume to link both papers into one part. Which conclude into the fact that 5 of 8 recruiters 

would give her the option to go the second round, most of the time the argument give for this 

decision was based upon the attitude which was not looked for in that organization. 

 

Application 2 

This application is written towards a job for the organization AT Productions. This is an 

organization which is more then 10 years specialist in artist management, bookings and 

event organization.  

  

The letter is a short and direct letter which is tolerated in the Netherlands, but a foreign 

person could look at this application as to direct and impolite. On of the first thing which was 

noticed through 6 out of 8 recruiter is that the kind of job is not mentioned. Looked at the size 

of the organization it is not strange that more then one vacancy is online. However the 
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specific job which the application is sends for is not mentioned in this text. The statements of 

the talent are short, sometimes even to short where further explanation is necessary but non 

given. This is especially in the part where a summary of competences is written down which 

should reflect the talent. This is not explained by a situation or experience which shows this 

specific competence. Also it looks like these are actually the words the employer could use in 

their vacancy about the kind of person which is searched for. However the word ‘vindingsrijk’ 

(creative) is mentioned is not found back in the way of presenting this application.  

When the point of ‘second round’ was arrived 4 out of 8 would give the talent another way to 

explain what is mentioned by the statements which are given.  

 

Application 3 

This letter is written based upon an agreement which was made on the 4th of March. This 

application has as aim to get an internship which is necessary since the talent is following a 

dual education (working and learning together).  

8 out of 8 recruiters, where the only reference material was the motivation letter, would give 

this talent a second change. The reason was simple through the answers that where given. 

‘This talent thought well about as well the organization as the personal development goals. 

Here is research done!’(Recruiter 6). Recruiter 4 puts it in other words ‘a well balanced, 

structured and prepared talent, which shows mentality’. Lovely words when deeper thought 

are given to these statements. The reason is actually quite simple due to the fact that interest 

is given in the organization and a well night of thinking and good rest is given when writing 

this application even as finding the right match. The answers where straight lined, results 

positive, so maybe this is the match where we as writers where searching for.   

 

4.5.9. Interview question 9: Can you give one weak and one strong point of each 
application? 

Resume 1: 

In the first place this resume is analyzed as quite well defined. The structure is clear even so 

the numbering which is used for expression of the followed education (start by the highest 

and end with the lowest). Another strong argument which was given often was build on 

passion. The talent has done a lot of extra activities besides the study, however the one thing 

which comes forward in the CV is the ‘passion’ for organizing. This is not describe in her 

resume or motivation letter, which is a great plus for somebody when posses that 

competence.  

A point for improvement could there is more information given about facility management, 

what kind of subjects is followed and a broader explanation of the work experience where 
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now only one term is mentioned but tasks are not mentioned. Furthermore recruiter 1 noticed 

the languages which the talent is able of speaking are missing in this resume. To summarize 

is was determined as positive where here and there was a point for improvement, ‘maybe 

some extra time could be spend on this formulation as well in the motivation letter as the 

resume’ to end with the words of employer 3 which explained also the thought of recruiter 6 

and 7.  

 

Resume 2:  

5 out of 8 recruiters said is was a well structured and balanced resume. All the information 

which is necessary to put in a resume is described. However the experience which is 

described under the head of schools and educations is miss placed and should be placed 

under the schedule of work experience.  

 

The layout of this resume is in the first place due trough the schedules defined as clear. 

However when a close look is broad to the overall resume the layout of the text could have 

some improvements in terms of sentences which are followed and no cause is there for 

irritation.  

 

Like is mentioned by resume 1 the focus should lay on the highest education which is 

followed which should therefore not stand at the end of the schedule. Another item which 

creates a lot of attendance by the recruiters was the gap between 2006 and now. Which 

could in a real situation raise a lot of questions. This result mostly due to the gap between 

2006 and 2008 that 4 out 8 recruiters would give the talent only based upon the CV an extra 

change when the vacancy is suited.  

 

Resume 3:  

This resume was rewarded quite well through the recruiters mainly through the fact that the 

educations and work experience bring directly an image with them, like for example butcher. 

Therefore further information is limited by the talent which is understandable but even here 

aspects which the talent takes as granted can be ‘forgotten’ by the recruiter. Additional tasks 

or competences which are used during this profession could be explained more. However as 

well the constructions of the resume as the letter are built up very strong.  

What is remarkable is the concessions the talent wants to make directly are put in the 

resume at the end. This is not often used by talents; however by these recruiters it bought a 

positive attitude towards this resume. Therefore 8 out of 8 recruiters would give this talent an 
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extra round based only on there resume build up for the vacancy which was mentioned in the 

application.  

 
 
4.5.C. Conclusion 

This conclusion is written for the research question four which was called the “Employer’s 

interpretation of qualities as they are expressed by talent”. This is done through two analysis 

which where same direction of the research question namely a semi-structured interview and 

a semi-structured interview with experiment. Research question four was stated as follow:  

How does an employer evaluate the qualities put forward by the talent? 

 

Like mentioned in the theoretical framework, evaluation is done through sensemaking. This 

can be translate towards several actions which brings the feeling where this competence, 

which is required in the vacancy, is coming back in the resume. Like stated by several 

researcher in the field of communication only 7% of the total in his application is based on 

knowledge, around 55% on the first impression and 38% in the way of saying. Note: this 

numbers are based upon physical communication so that they can not been seen in that number as 

total of al the three parts. The numbers are mentioned to let you as a reader understand that 

knowledge does not have the highest rate. So when the recruiter is asked to evaluate the 

qualities, more aspects will play a role in this part. It was already brought forward in the 

answers which where given by the recruiters that layout and argumentation where also 

points where was looked at which was shown in the semi-structured interview with 

experiment.  So that we can conclude that the evaluation is not only done on qualities in 

terms of knowledge but also on impression and way of bringing the qualities forward.  

The evaluation of the qualities is done through linking. By linking we mean linking between 

application and resume or other forms whereby the written communication is linked with 

another aspect which shows that for example specific competence.  

In the Netherlands certifications are often not sending together with the motivation letter and 

resume where in other countries this is standard. However the aspect of linking will still 

remain since recruiters want to make sense of the letters which are written. This can be done 

by going through certificates or by searching that same connection back in the hobbies or in 

the interests the talents obtains.  
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5. Conclusion 
The aim of our research was answer our research problem, how can we explain problems 

between employer and talent during the initial screening phase in the matching process, in 

terms of measuring, explicating and expressing qualities? In this conclusion we like to 

summarize the most important analyzed which are done in the research to answer the 

research problem. We think is better since two parties are involved to describe first 

separately the conclusions whereby later on the matching process as one part will be 

described.  

 

Talents 

Which is brought more and more forward is the behaviour and attitude of the talent. Even do 

the reasons are not part of this research the notion is there that the attitude is changed. Like 

described in the theoretical framework, a shifting is taking place from the so called old world 

towards the new world. This brings problems with them when the attitude which remains this 

shifting is not done. In this time, the 21st century, the talents have more freedom more 

changes to have the willing career, the employer especially in the Netherlands the larger 

organizations, are creating more and more circumstances to create the lifetime learning 

situation. However the reasons which we determined in the matching process in the talent 

position is what we called the non-knowing attitude. In this attitude every aspect is there but 

is not taken. To predict this kind of behaviour more thoughts and thinking should be given 

towards ‘what do I like’ should be given to. This thinking is becoming more and more popular 

in recruitment companies where the question ‘what do you like to do when you had only two 

more years of living and you have to do a job which fulfil the needs of existence’ is asked. 

Even do there are more tools to find this out, the main aspect is thinking. Thinking about 

what is wanted in terms of environment, what kind of culture characteristics are necessary, 

but whereby the most important aspect still requires a know-how of the strong and weaker 

points which every talents has and in which situation they could be expressed in the most 

positive way. So to put it in another words, find out where the passion lays.  

 

Which brings us to the second point within the matching process, namely send out the 

motivation letter and resume. In our opinion the best message which could be sending out is 

one with passion. We have the discussion able opinion that with passion a joy comes forward 

which attracts other persons. This counts in presentations but also in our opinion in 

motivation letters. This due to the fact that the application will be more suitable towards the 

vacancy. So the second tip is to write with passion which can result that the number of 

applications which is sending out will be less.  
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The third and last aspect which we like to bring forward from the talents point of view is be 

you. Do not fake in the way of writing or in the meetings after sending out the motivation 

letter. Show an attitude when you are convinced that it is the job for you the attitude which 

should be long to this thought. Be creative, bold and beautiful and search for opportunities to 

grow.  

 

Employer 

The most difficult aspect which recruiters mentioned is to find the right talent which fits the 

organizational goals, culture and is capable of ‘doing the job’. It is noticeable the words of 

Dick Berlijn, Commending officer of the military forces until March 2008: I came to the 

conclusion that talent on it selves do not say anything. However talent combined with 

passion, creativity and ambition means everything. Then it starts to be fun, and then it 

becomes interesting’. This statements show that often the search is focussed upon talent. 

However talent is not a goal on it selves, but it needs to bring together with something like 

passion, creativity or ambition which brings the highest results. The same counts for quality. 

Quality on it selves is not a goal to achieve, however combined with safety it will be.  

 

Another aspect is towards the difficulty recruiters expressed in the many interviews which 

took place, the channels which should be used in the matching process. Even when we want 

to give an answer to this question, we can’t due to the fact that every organization has a 

different DNA and therefore likes and will attracts different kind of people. However we can 

give the preconditions which can guide the employer. First of all the awareness of potential 

talent is necessary, whereby we notice that this is very difficult. It can be done through a 

research within the organization to see where the talents come from looked at the 

background. Through here the first lines are drawn towards the complete picture. Like 

mentioned before our research is not aiming to find solutions but highlighting problems which 

arise in the matching process , the ‘solutions’ are based upon thinking not on research which 

is necessary for every organization to do. The research should be done where time is 

available since it will determine the future of the organization.  

 

We like to point out that when the talents are founded the right perspective of the DNA of the 

organization should be given. It is even so, like stated before, that one recruiter got more 

reactions after describing the organizations goals and culture.  

Matching process 
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In the matching process, two different parties are represented. Different through the position 

where is stand for and other hand the different generations which are represented in the 

same parties. Furthermore contact in the initial phase is not taken place. The employer does 

not look for confirmation if the vacancy is well received and the talent is not searching for 

feedback towards the letter which is been sends out. Together with in our eyes, wrong 

search of represent of as well the employer as the talent problem arises. All three aspects 

which we first state in our research can be brought back to one aspect which has a result to 

express explicate and measure the qualities the key to that is Passion for the talent and 

Search for employers. Passion for the talent to find the job which is suitable which will be 

expressed in the way of bringing forward the qualities and search for the employer in the way 

where do we want to go to and what kind of talents are suitable in the environment which we 

offer. This will result that both parties will stick to themselves, are true. As like we draw the 

similarity before a labour relation is comparable with a love relationship it is even more apply 

able in this situation where the right person for somebody can only be found when the person 

is true in presenting and has a match. The match in the labour relation will take place in the 

passion which is shared; in a love relationship this can for example be that both persons feel 

comfortable by one another.   

 

To end with the words we start with,  

You can employ men and hire hands to work for you, but you must win their  

hearts to have them work with you. —Tiorio 
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Interviews 
 
Talents 

 Talent 1: Female, finished Bachelor of Economics (Media & Entertainment 

Management), InHolland Haarlem. 

 Talent 2: Male, final phase Bachelor of Economics (Accountancy),  

 Hogeschool van Amsterdam. 

 Talent 3: Male, final phase Masters of Business Administration (Business 

Administration), Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. 

 Talent 4: Female, final phase Bachelor of Economics (Facility Management), 

NHTV Hogeschool Breda. 

 Talent 5: Female, final phase Bachelor of Economics (Small Business and Retail 

Management), CHN Leeuwarden. 

 Talent 6: Male, final phase Bachelor of Business Administration (International 

Office Management), Stenden Leeuwarden. 

 
Recruiters 

 Recruiter 1:Male, Unit manager, Rotterdam, Sogeti Nederland B.V, international 

oriented, product oriented, large sized. 

 Recruiter 2: Male, Intercedent, Meppel, Olympia Uitzendbureau, national oriented, 

service oriented, medium sized. 

 Recruiter 3: Male, CEO, Vianen, Sogeti Nederland B.V., international oriented, 

product oriented, large sized.  

 Recruiter 4: Female, hr-manager, Baarn, Test Value, national oriented, service 

oriented, small sized.  

 Recruiter 5: Female, hr-manager, Reeuwijk, Q-Quest, national oriented, service 

oriented, medium sized. 

 Recruiter 6: Female, hr-manager, Rijen, Ericsson, international oriented, product 

oriented, large sized. 

 Recruiter 7: Female, hr-manager, Amsterdam, Graduate, international oriented, 

service oriented, small sized. 

 Recruiter 8: Male, senior consultant, Rotterdam, Page Personnel, national 

oriented, service oriented, medium sized.  
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Appendix A: Job adds used for Research question 2.  
 
Job add 1 
 
POST is een internationaal opererende onderneming met een actief wereldwijd netwerk. 
Zakelijk en maatschappelijk zoeken wij continu naar nieuwe kansen op zowel de Nederlandse 
als de internationale markt. Daarom bieden wij een afwisselende loopbaan aan medewerkers 
die grenzen verleggen, kansen grijpen en hun visie delen, met de mogelijkheid om door te 
groeien. 
POST is de toonaangevende leverancier van wereldwijde koerier- en expressdiensten voor de 
zakelijke markt.  
Locatie: 
Nederland, Utrecht 
Contactpersoon: 
Dhr. A. Oostindie 
+31 26 4427 453  

a.oostindie@POST.com 

 
Manager Special Services Process & Policies 
Je bent functioneel verantwoordelijk voor de ontwikkeling en implementatie van het Special 
Services beleid in de Benelux met betrekking tot Process & policies. Je bent het 
aanspreekpunt voor de regio’s met betrekking tot Process & policies (specialist).  
Je ondersteunt de landen/regio’s bij complexe offertetrajecten waarbij je een creatieve 
logistieke oplossing bedenkt en uitwerkt. Je kunt gebruik maken van zowel ons internationale 
POST Express netwerk maar ook van subcontractors. Je bent verantwoordelijk voor de inkoop 
en het mede bepalen van de tarieven. Alle benodigde salesondersteunende acties en 
productontwikkeling binnen Process & policies worden door jou geinitieerd.  
Daarnaast ben je continu op zoek naar verbetermogelijkheden in de afdeling Special Services 
van de regio en zorg je voor een goede implementatie hiervan. 
Tot slot ben je verantwoordelijk voor de inhoudelijke opzet van trainingen mbt Special 
Services en verzorg je de afstemming hierover met de afdeling P&O; 
Je rapporteert rechtstreeks aan de Special Services Manager Benelux. 
 
De afdeling 
De afdeling Special Services verzorgt maatwerktrajecten op het gebied van Roadfreight, 
Airfreight, Time Critical en Value added diensten.  
 
 
Gewenst profiel 
HBO denk- en werkniveau met gedegen kennis van logistiek en (internationaal) wegvervoer 
(kennis van de luchtvrachtbranche is een pré). Je bent een teamplayer met goede 
communicatieve en onderhandelingsvaardigheden en met aantoonbare commerciële en 
leidinggevende werkervaring. Je hebt een externe blik en volgt de ontwikkelingen in de markt 
nauwkeurig. Hierbij weet je op een ondernemende manier creatieve oplossingen te genereren 
voor klanten. Je beheerst de Nederlandse en Engelse taal in woord en geschrift. 
Wij bieden 
Marktconforme arbeidsvoorwaarden volgens de CAO van POST zoals een premievrij 
pensioen en een bijdrage in de levensloopregeling. Salarisindicatie (afhankelijk van kennis en 
ervaring) tussen € 3250 en € 4600 bruto per maand plus een bonusregeling. Je krijgt de 
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beschikking over een leaseauto, mobiele telefoon en laptop. Het betreft een fulltime baan in 
vast dienstverband.  
Aanvullende Informatie 
Salaris: 3.250,00 - 4.600,00 EUR /maand 
Premievrij pensioen, laptop, mobiele telefoon, leaseauto 
Type: Fulltime, Vast dienstverband 
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Job add 2: 
 
 
RECRUIT is een nieuw bedrijf waarbij de oprichters hun sporen verdiend hebben als het gaat 
om business development en improvement. Als Business Consultant krijg je een unieke kans 
om voor grote organisaties te gaan meewerken aan innovatieve projecten. Waar out-of-the-
box denken centraal staat en innovatie echt iets inhoudt. En waarbij je tegelijkertijd meebouwt 
aan een fascinerend nieuw bedrijf.  
Locatie: 
Nederland, Den Haag 
Contactpersoon: 
Mw. R.M. Luik 
+31 26 4427 453  

r.m.luik@recruit.com 

 
Business Consultant 
Als Business Consultant werk je in een team samen met een Project Manager en Project 
Consultants. Je bent verantwoordelijk voor het verzamelen en documenteren van de business 
requirements van middelgrote en grote projecten. Deze projecten overstijgen veelal meerdere 
omgevingen en systemen en zijn te vinden op het snijvlak van de verschillende 
bedrijfsprocessen. Je bent in de lead om de specifieke behoeften van alle betrokken partijen in 
kaart te brengen. Je analyseert en documenteert de functiebehoeften van middelgrote en grote 
projecten. Je bent verantwoordelijk voor het opzetten en verbeteren van het proces en de 
standaarden rondom het verzamelen van functiebehoeften. Je bewaakt de beoogde doelstelling 
van het project en je bent verantwoordelijk voor de planning en uitvoering van acceptatietests.  
 
Het kan zijn dat je voor bepaalde tijd vanuit de locatie van de opdrachtgever werkt en ook 
nauw samenwerkt met medewerkers van de opdrachtgever. Projectteams worden immers vaak 
gemixt. Maar dat maakt deze functie van Business Consultant wel zo afwisselend. 
De organisatie 
RECRUIT is net begonnen, maar hebben al een enorme staat van dienst. Zeker als het gaat 
om innovatieve business. Door de globalisering en technologische vooruitgang van de markt 
die permanent verandert, zorgt voor aanpassing door ondernemingen.. Dat betekent dat het 
proces van innovatie, van business development een continu proces is geworden. Dus schuift 
men aan bij de Raden van Bestuur of Directies van grote ondernemingen,  om van gedachten 
te wisselen over toekomstige en gewenste ontwikkelingen van de onderneming. En dan volgt 
het creatieve aspect, het out-of-box denken dat resulteert in een projectvoorstel. Vervolgens 
wordt samen met medewerkers van de onderneming een projectdefinitie en programma 
geformuleerd dat, ook weer samen met de onderneming, wordt uitgevoerd. Waar je dan aan 
moet denken? Een loyaliteitsprogramma voor een grote retailorganisatie? Een centrale portal 
voor honderden intermediairs in de verzekeringsbranche? Het toepassen van een 
marketingcommunicatie programma op basis van de nieuwste technieken? In ieder geval is 
het innovatief en op niveau. 
Gewenst profiel 
Je bent als Business Consultant opgeleid op HBO of Academisch niveau en je hebt ervaring in 
een soortgelijke rol opgedaan bij een Consultancy organisatie, een automatiseringsbedrijf of 
een organisatieadviesbureau. Maar misschien ook wel op een business development afdeling 
van een grote onderneming. In ieder geval ben je nu toe aan echte, innovatieve projecten. Je 
hebt inmiddels best wel wat kennis in verschillende branches opgedaan en je hebt 
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geparticipeerd in meerdere projecten. De uitdaging voor jou is echter om echt vernieuwend 
bezig te zijn en tegelijkertijd te bouwen aan een prachtig bedrijf. En dat vind je hier. 
Wij bieden 
Een uitdagende en veelzijdige functie bij een dynamisch en nieuw bedrijf. Een organisatie 
waarbij zelfontplooiing en uitdagingen centraal staan. Je werkt een dynamische 
werkomgeving met een team van gemotiveerde en enthousiaste collega’s.  
Marktconforme arbeidsvoorwaarden. Salaris indicatie tot 5.500 per maand. Je krijgt de 
beschikking over een leaseauto en laptop. Er is sprake van een 13e maand en een winstdeling. 
Aanvullende Informatie 
Salaris: tot 5.500 EUR /maand 
laptop, leaseauto 
13e maand en winstdeling 
Type: Fulltime, Vast dienstverband 
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Appendix B: Application letters used for research question 4. 
 
Application letter 1 
 
Center Parcs Erperheide 
Mw. Patricia Weytens 
 
Betreft: stage Center Parcs 
 
 
Breda, 13 april 2007 
 
 
Geachte mevrouw Weytens, 
 
Graag wil ik middels deze brief reageren op de stage vacature die mij is aangeboden via mijn 
opleiding aan de NHTV in Breda. Na bijna twee jaar deze opleiding te hebben gevolgd lijkt 
het mij een grote kans en een uitdaging om bij Center Parcs mijn stage te mogen lopen. 
 
Momenteel ben ik bezig met de studie Facility Management waar ik op een diverse manier 
kennis maak met het vakgebied. Zo maak ik ieder half jaar twee projecten die betrekking 
hebben op thema’s zoals ‘Management en Beheer’ en ‘Huisvesting’. Tijdens het afgelopen 
project ben ik genomineerd voor “The Match” Facility award. Dit is een award voor het beste 
project en wordt uitgereikt door de vakjury. Ook heb ik een stage gelopen bij de facilitaire 
dienst op het gemeentehuis van Breda. Ik ben erg te spreken over de diverse aspecten die 
Facility Management met zich meebrengt en vind dat mijn persoonlijke kwaliteiten in deze 
opleiding goed tot uiting komen. 
 
Ik ben bekend met verschillende Center Parcs parken en ik vind het leuk om mensen een 
plezierige vakantie te brengen, dit maakt mij enthousiast voor een stage bij uw bedrijf. Ik heb 
al enige ervaring in de recreatie branche. De opdracht die de stage met zich meebrengt 
spreekt mij erg aan. Ik ben een allround studente die niet terug schrikt van hard werken. Ik 
kan werken in een dynamische omgeving en ben een flexibel persoon. Mede door deze 
sterke persoonlijke kwaliteiten denk ik dat ik geschikt ben voor deze stage. 
 
In mijn curriculum vitae kunt u verdere informatie over mij vinden. Ik zie uit naar uw reactie.  
 
 
Met vriendelijke groet, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bijlage: curriculum vitae 
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Application letter 1: Resume 
 
Curriculum Vitae  
 
Persoonlijke gegevens 
Voornamen    
Achternaam    
Adres     
Postcode    
Plaats     
Land    Nederland 
Telefoonnummer   
E-mail adres    
Geboortedatum   
Burgerlijke staat  Ongehuwd 
Nationaliteit   Nederlandse 
 
Opleidingen 
2005 – heden HBO, Facility management, NHTV te Breda, propedeuse 

behaald; 
2004 – 2005   Havo, St. Adelbert College te Wassenaar, diploma behaald; 
1999 – 2004 VWO, St. Adelbert College te Wassenaar, na 5 VWO 

overgeplaatst naar 5 Havo. 
 
Werkervaring 
2005 – heden Move the Workforce, Haarlem 
 Werkzaamheden: promotiemedewerkster; 
2005 – 2007 Cum Laude Events, Zwijndrecht 
 Werkzaamheden: servicemedewerkster; 
2005 Gemeente Breda 
 Werkzaamheden: een stage van een maand, diverse 

werkzaamheden zoals schoonmaken, postrondes lopen, helpen 
met een verhuisplan opzetten. 

2002 – heden Oppassen 
 Werkzaamheden: ik pas bij diverse adressen op met kinderen 

in de leeftijd van 0 tot tien jaar. Ik doe spelletjes met de 
kinderen, leg ze in bed en af en toe kook ik voor ze; 

2003 – 2005 Pannenkoekenrestaurant ’s Gravezanden, Wassenaar 
 Werkzaamheden: serveren, afwassen, schoonmaken; 
1999 – 2002 Camping de Berenkuil, Grolloo 
 Werkzaamheden: serveren, verkopen, schoonmaken. 
 
Extra ervaringen 
2005 – heden Sociëteitscommissaris der Studentenvereniging Phileas Fogg 
 Werkzaamheden: voorzitter van het sociëteitsbestuur; 
2006 Genomineerd voor de Facility management prijs “The Match 

Award”. 
 
Overige informatie 
Rijbewijs In bezit van rijbewijs B; 
Sporten Hockey en squash; 
Hobby’s Piano spelen, actief lid van studentenvereniging Phileas Fogg 

en daar binnen bij damesdispuut PEPE; 
Computervaardigheden Typcursus behaald in 1999, kennis van het Microsoft pakket. 
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Application letter 2 
 
Betreft: sollicitatie op vacature ‘management assistente / productie assistente’  
 
 
Beste ….., 
 
Hierbij wil ik graag reageren op de vacature die op de website van  
AT Productions staat.  
 
Ik heb afgelopen juni mijn studie Media en Entertainment Management succesvol afgesloten 
en ben na een half jaar werken en reizen klaar voor een nieuwe fulltime uitdaging. 
 
Graag zou ik bij AT Productions deze vacature willen vervullen, omdat ik denk dat dit bedrijf 
mij veel te bieden heeft, ook op het gebied van verdere doorgroeimogelijkheden. Ik ben 
leergierig en leer ik snel. Daarnaast ben ik stressbestendig, assertief, doelgericht, 
nauwkeurig, en vindingrijk. Ik zit niet graag stil en toon graag initiatief. Ik kan goed 
zelfstandig werken en word door (ex-)teamgenoten omschreven als een zorgzaam en prettig 
persoon om mee samen te werken.  
Tijdens mijn studie en stage heb ik onder andere ervaring opgedaan op communicatief 
gebied en ik kan personen zowel via de telefoon als schriftelijk goed en duidelijk te woord 
kan staan.  
 
In de bijlage heb ik mijn sollicitatie, CV en een foto toegevoegd. Ik hoop dat ik u zo 
voldoende informatie heb toegezonden en ik kijk uit naar uw reactie. 
 
Met vriendelijke groet, 
 
 
 
 
Bijlagen: sollicitatie, CV en pasfoto  
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Application letter 2: Resume 
 
Curriculum Vitae 

 

Scholen en opleidingen 

Begin Eind Opleiding Niveau afgerond 
1996 2002 Rijnlands Lyceum Sassenheim, 

Sassenheim 
VWO, profiel E&M 
met tekenen en 
kunstgeschiedenis 

Ja 

2002 2003 Media en Entertainment 
Management, Hogeschool 
INHolland Haarlem 

HBO, Propedeuse Ja 

2003 2006 Media en Entertainment 
Management, Hogeschool 
INHolland Haarlem 

HBO, Bachelor Ja 

2003 2006 Beurs- en 
Evenementenmanagement 
IDEA en Fbtn 

Certificaat Ja 

 

Vakkenpakket VWO: 

Nederlands, Engels, Frans 1, Duits 1, Wiskunde A1+2, Economie 1+2, Tekenen, 
Kunstgeschiedenis, Culturele Kunstzinnige Vormgeving, Geschiedenis 1+2, Aardrijkskunde 
1+2, Biologie 1, Algemene Natuurwetenschap 
 

Activiteiten Media en Entertainment Management: 

Management en communicatie; marketing en promotie; international business 
communication; bedrijfseconomie; statistiek; recht (algemene inleiding, media- en 
auteursrecht); project management; evenementen management; trend watching; projecten 
op het gebied van evenementen, televisie, 
muziek, en interactieve media; cross cultural communication; creatief denken. 

Deelname aan leerbedrijf Rookie Entertainment als financieel en project manager. 

Mijn stageperiode heb ik vervuld bij Fu Works in Amsterdam. Ik heb ondersteunende 
activiteiten op 
het gebied van persoonlijke assistentie, communicatie en financiën gedaan. 

Gedurende één semester van deze studie heb ik aan University of Kalmar, Baltic Business 
School, Zweden gevolgd waar ik o.a. een marketingonderzoek voor het Hultsfred Festival 
heb gedaan.  
 
Het certificaat Beurs- en evenementenmanagement heb ik verkregen doordat ik tijdens mijn 
studie voornamelijk voor deze richting heb gekozen en deze projecten succesvol heb 
afgesloten. 
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Werkervaring 

begin Eind Werkgever Functie aantal h / w 
1999 2000 Het Oude Dijkhuis, Lisserbroek keukenhulp 5 
2000 2002 Digros Sassenheim, Sassenheim caissière, 

avondhulp 
8 

2002 Heden Psychogeriatrisch centrum 
Marienhaven, Warmond 

(flexmedewerker) 
verzorgende A 

8 – 42 

2003 2004 Rookie Entertainment SBU 
Events, Haarlem 

project manager, 
financial manager  

40 

2005 2006 Fu Works, Amsterdam stage 40 
 
Vrijetijdsbesteding 

 Schetsen / tekenen 
 Films 
 Literatuur 
 Muziek 

 

Overige vaardigheden 

Computervaardigheden: Windows XP, Microsoft 

Word, Excel, Power Point, Fisio, en Project 

Talenkennis: Nederlands (vloeiend) 
Engels (vrijwel vloeiend) 

Rijbewijs:   categorie B, 

sinds oktober 2003 
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Application letter 3 
 
 
Betreft: Motivatiebrief werkplek duale opleiding 
 
Geachte mevrouw Reede,  
 
Mijn naam is …….. en ik woon in Wassenaar. Ik studeer momenteel accountancy duaal aan 
de Hogeschool van Amsterdam. Voor deze opleiding ga ik in augustus 2008 een 
werkperiode in. Dit zal mijn eerste werkperiode in deze opleiding worden.  
Deze duale opleiding houdt in dat je in het tweede tot en met het vierde jaar, drie keer een 
betaalde werkperiode hebt van een half jaar. Hiervoor mag ik zelf een bedrijf uitkiezen die 
naar mijn idee het beste bij mijn ambities past. Mijn keuze is gevallen op Ernst & Young. Het 
liefste zou ik bij Ernst & Young in Den Haag aan de slag gaan, omdat dit aanzienlijk minder 
reistijd kost vergeleken met het kantoor in Amsterdam.  
Ik heb het op dinsdag 4 maart met u erover gehad en ik zou mijn motivatiebrief en CV naar u 
opsturen. 
 
De reden dat ik voor Ernst & Young kies, komt vooral door wat ik hoorde tijdens de bezoeken 
aan het bedrijf op dinsdag 4 december 2007 en dinsdag 4 maart jongst leden. Op deze 
dagen ben ik met een groep medestudenten langs geweest bij Ernst & Young in Amsterdam. 
Hier heb ik informatie gekregen over Ernst & Young en dat sprak mij heel erg aan. Het 
meeste wat mij aansprak, was dat er ruimte is voor je persoonlijke ontwikkeling binnen Ernst 
& Young. Als jij meer wilt leren dan je in eerste instantie hebt aangegeven, kan dat, zo 
begreep ik. Hierdoor kun je je eigen voortgang bepalen, wat ik fijn vind, want ik wil graag 
zoveel mogelijk leren in de werkperiodes. In de eerste werkperiode wordt de basis gelegd 
voor het vak en is daarom het belangrijkste, denk ik. Dit alles heeft mij tot het besluit 
gebracht te kiezen voor een groot bedrijf in plaats van een MKB, zoals ik eerst van plan was.  
 
Ik ben verder heel erg enthousiast en gestimuleerd door mijn opleiding. Mijn doel is ook om 
zo ver mogelijk te komen in de accountancy. Van hard werken ben ik gelukkig niet vies. Ik 
heb hiervoor 3 jaar in een slagerij gewerkt en daar worden vele uren per week gemaakt. 
Vanwege persoonlijke fysieke omstandigheden heb ik moeten stoppen met dit werk. Maar 
juist omdat ik daar niet verder in kon gaan, ben ik meer gemotiveerd en leergieriger 
geworden. Om het werk bij de keurslager te kunnen doen, is het nodig  dat je goed met 
klanten kunt omgaan, hoge mate van concentratie hebt en nauwkeurig bent. Ook moet je 
daarbij zowel kunnen samenwerken als zelfstandig werken. Daarnaast is mijn zakelijk inzicht  
in die jaren gegroeid.   
 
Ik hoop dat u plaats heeft voor een leerling uit het duale onderwijs en dat deze brief 
voldoende is om mij uit te nodigen voor een gesprek. 
 
 
Ik hoop zo spoedig mogelijk van u te horen. 
 
Met vriendelijke groet,  
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Application letter 3: Resume 
 
Werkervaring 
juli 2004 – juli 2008:   Slager fulltime (40 uur per week en een dag naar school) 
    Keurslagerij Groeneveld, Wassenaar 
    Laatste jaar part-timemedewerker 
sept. 2001 – juni 2007:  Magazijnmedewerker en in de slagerij 
                               C1000 Mark Blaauw, Wassenaar. 
 
Opleiding 
augustus 2007 - heden:  Accountancy duaal  
                                 Hogeschool van Amsterdam 
 
augustus 2004 – juni 2007:  Slagers Vak Opleiding (SVO te Rijswijk) 

 5-7-’07 Diploma Winkelslager 

 31-3-’06 Diploma Productiemedewerker  

2004:    HAVO 
                        St. Adelbert College, Wassenaar 

PC-vaardigheden 
Vertrouwd met algemene tekstverwerkers- en presentatieprogramma’s. 
Waaronder: Word, Excel en Powerpoint.  

Aanvullende informatie 
Interesses en hobby’s: Fitnessen, squashen, zeilen.  
2001 – 2004 Leider van de waterscoutingvereniging VWVOB. 
1999 – 2007   Lid van waterscoutingvereniging 
2004 Rijbewijs B 
 
Ik ben voor de rest gewend om hard te werken en als er een keer overgewerkt moet worden, 
dan doen we dat gewoon. Ik ben heel gemotiveerd qua school. Verder voel ik mij altijd snel 
betrokken bij een bedrijf. Reizen is geen punt, ben ook bezit van een rijbewijs.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

  

  
The University of Kalmar 

 
The University of Kalmar has more than 9000 students. We offer education and 
research in natural sciences, technology, the maritime field, social science, 
languages and humanities, teacher training, caring sciences and social service. 
 
Our profile areas in research are: biomedicine/biotechnology, environmental 
sciences, marine ecology, automation, business administration and informatics, but 
we have research proceeding in most subject areas of the University. 
 
Since 1999, the University of Kalmar has the right to accept students in 
postgraduate studies and to examine doctors within the subject area natural 
sciences. 
 

Baltic Business School,  
at the university of Kalmar 

Visiting address: Kalmar Nyckel,  
Gröndalsvägen 19 

SE-391 82  Kalmar, Sweden 
Tel: +46 (0)480 - 49 71 00  

www.bbs.hik.se 

                                          

  
 


